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THE ARCHIVE OF ASSUR-MATU-TAQQIN
FOUND IN THE NEW TOWN OF ASSUR
AND DATED MAINLY BY POST-CANONICAL EPONYMS
Ali Yaseen AHMAD*
Introduction
Discovery
The circumstances of discovery are described in Sumer 35, 306-343 and, more briefly, in Iraq 43, 172-173.
During the excavations, undertaken by the State Organization for Antiquities and Heritage 1979-1980, an
area of about 11 ten-metre squares was opened, not far south of the Parthian Palace, against the western wall
of the New City (dlu essu) of Assur. One of the Neo-Assyrian rooms of this level had a circular kiln
with its fuel chamber intact, but the principal find was a group of 52 cuneiform tablets, mostly legal docu
ments of the post-canonical period. The 34 tablets, out of this group published below, were unearthed in a
stone door socket of a private house by Sd. Muyassar Said. There is a good chance that this house is iden
tical to the one described in Text 10. For an approximate location see the map of Assur, TAVO B IV 21.
Identification of the tablets
The tablets were originally given field numbers (Assur 1 through 31, followed by 33A, 34A and 35A).
When they had been transferred to the Iraqi Museum, Baghdad, they were assigned provisional shelf
numbers. Both field and shelf numbers are indicated in the heading of Texts 1-34 of the present edition.
The final IM (Iraqi Museum) numbers are known for eight texts only,
IM 119276 Text 21
(not IM 119576?)
IM 119281 Text 16
IM 119282 Text 24
IM 119284 Text 17
IM 119287 Text 23
IM 119288 Text 12
(not IM 129288?)
IM 119290 Text 22
IM 119292 Text 20
The unknown IM numbers of the remaining 26 tablets should be sought for in the vicinity of the above
numbers. The hand copies published below will enable scholars to identify those tablets the IM numbers of
which could not be indicated here. Regarding Text 12 and Text 21, they might have numbers IM 119288
and IM 119276 respectively, not IM 129288 and IM 119576 as given in the following edition. The tablets
were copied long ago and the present author was not able to collate the hand copies on the originals. Many
readings with an added exclamation mark are, therefore, not the result of fresh collations but are to be
considered conjectural. It is hoped that a later inspection of the tablets will verify the suggested readings
and clarify those passages which remain enigmatic. Great care has been taken in the commentary sections
to explain the discrepancies between the hand copies and the transcriptions. One of the reasons for
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presenting this text edition in its admittedly imperfect form, is the need to supply all the available evidence
to the project of the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft which aims at the final publication of all tablets excavated
by Walter Andrae at Assur. These texts are housed in Istanbul Arkeoloji Miizeleri and Vorderasiatisches
Museum Berlin. Further Assur texts found their way to other museums in Geneva, London, Paris, Yale
and elsewhere. The texts found at Assur after Andrae's excavations (officially closed on Dec. 31, 1913),
by Iraqi and German excavators, may contribute to the prosopography of Assur during the post-canonical
period and help to arrange the post-canonical eponyms in a more reliable sequence.
Chronology of the tablets
Most, but not all, eponym dates contained in the present edition are already listed by A.R. Millard, The
Eponyms of the Assyrian Empire, 910-612 B.C. (SAAS, vol. II, Helsinki 1994). Reference to this book is
made in the heading of each individual text (eponym... listed/not listed SAAS II). Readers should bear in
mind that Millard quotes the texts by their field numbers.
Out of the 34 texts two are undated (Texts 28 and 29) and two dates had been destroyed (Texts 3 and
12). 28 out of the remaining 30 texts bear post-canonical dates.
Text 5 (field number Assur 6) is dated by Hmmu Kanundyu sa beti essi, which means 666 B. C. The
entry SAAS II, p. 97, under Kanunayu 671 B. C., has to be corrected accordingly.
Text 6, roughly contemporary to Text 5, is dated (1. 15) by lim-mu 1. MUS-wt-ww. Given the chron
ological proximity to Kanundyu sa beti essi this new eponym cannot be classified but as extra-canonical (on
this term see R. Whiting apud A. Millard, SAAS II, p. 78).
The 28 post-canonical eponyms are, in alphabetical order,
Adad-remanni, Texts 4 and 20
Assur-gimilll-terre, Texts 11 and 30
Bel-ahu-usur, Texts 25 and 33
Daddi, Text 8
Iqbi-ilani, Text 13
Musallim-Assur, Texts 9 and 31
Nabu-da"inanni, Text 1
Nabu-sagib, Texts 24, 26, 27, and 34
Nabu-tapputu-alik, Texts 7 and 14
Sin-alik-pani, Text 16
Salmu-sarru-iqbi, Texts 2 and 32
Samas-mitu-uballit, Text 21
Samas-sarru-ibni, Texts 10, 17, 18, 19, and 22
Upaqqa-ana-Arba'il, Texts 15 and 23.
Four out of these fourteen eponyms, viz. Bel-ahu-usur, Daddi, Nabu-tapputu-alik, and Salmu-sarru-
iqbi, can be assigned to the reign of Sin-sarru-iskun (see SAAS II, p. 75) while all the remaining eponyms
fall into the reign of Assurbanipal.
The Archive of Assur-matu-taqqin
As can easily be seen a certain Assur-matu-taqqin is the central person of this text group found together in a
stone door socket, but only 24 out of 34 texts (70,6%) are clearly related to Assur-matu-taqqin:
He buys a male slave in Texts 3 and 9; he buys a female slave in Texts 4, 7 (together with Atanah-ili and
Pan-Assur-lamur), 8 (together with Sunis-Assur), and 11; and he buys a house in Text 10 (his name partly
restored). He is a creditor of silver loans in Texts 13, 14, 16, 18 (together with Assur-ukallanni), 19, and
22, and of various commodities in Text 15. He is the addressee of the private letter, Text 28. In all
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probability the memo Text 29 was written by him. In Text 30 he adopts a son (together with his wife ?). In
Text 31 he inherits the house and a slave woman from his father Mannu-kl-Arba'il. Twice he succeeds in
lawsuits, Texts 32 and, together with Assur-durl, 34. He acts as "debtor" in commercial loans, Texts 21,
23, and 24. Text 12, fragmentary and ill denned, has his father, Mannu-kl-Arba'il, as the central person.
How the remaining ten texts fit into Assur-matu-taqqin's archive depends on better insights regarding
his family and especially his business partners.
Assur-matu-taqqin's Family
From Text 31 it becomes clear that Assur-matu-taqqin was a son, maybe the firstborn son of Mannu-ki-
Arba'il, and that Assur-duri was one of his brothers. In line 20 of this text even his sisters are mentioned,
an unusual feature at this point of the document. Text 30 shows that Assur-matu-taqqin was married; his
wife's name is probably to be found in lines 2 and 5. Nevertheless, this marriage remained childless and
the couple decided to adopt a boy to act as their future heir. Whether Sunis-Assur (Text 8), Atanah-ili and
Pan-Assur-lamur (Text 7), and Assur-ukallanni (Text 18) were also brothers of Assur-matu-taqqin is open
to discussion. Assur-matu-taqqin's profession might be hidden behind the enigmatic IGI.E (Text 11:6).
In general he appears as a money lender and he is definitely involved in joint commercial activities. In this
capacity he belonged to a group of people labelled EN KASKAL.MES who invested money in commercial
trips. Investment of this kind is typical for loans from Assur in post-canonical times. The exact nature of
this business requires further research; for the time being see K. Deller, "tamkdru-Kredite in neuassyri-
scher Zeit," JESHO 30 (1987) 1-29, esp. 21-24.
Officials mentioned in Assur-matu-taqqin's texts
Best attested is the hazannu by the name Amur-Assur (Texts 9:19 and 30:21 in witness list; Text 31:1-2).
He was probably in charge of alu essu; one of his predecessors was Assur-ahr-usur in Text 5:20, dated 666
B.C.). An anonymous hazannu is mentioned in Text 32:4, an equally anonymous saknu in Text 32:3.6.
A rab kalldbdni (if correctly read) appears at the head of the witness list of Text 30:20; his name is
Assur-nadin-ahi. A rab hansa, named Hani, is mentioned in Text 10:34. Clergy and officials of Esarra
are totally absent from Assur-matu-taqqin's archival texts.
The geographical horizon
URU.Ta-ga-ri-te-ni (Texts 4:3 and 15:3), variant URU.Ta-ga-ri-te-in (Text 14:2) is relatively frequent.
It corresponds URU.Ta-ga-ri-te-ia-ni in VAT 8699:10 (two KASKAL.MES each carrying forty sappatu of
wine were sent there). The toponym is relatively well attested in NB and LB texts; it has to be sought at
modern Tikrit, from Assur downstream of the Tigris.
Interesting is the use of mad-bi-ru (not inflected) in Text 29. It seems to be another variant of the
locality written elsewhere madburu, mudburu, and mudabbiru, usually rendered by "steppe". Barley
produced ina KUR.Mu-da-bi-ri is mentioned in the NA letter ND 23355:13 (H.W.F. Saggs, Iraq 21, pi.
XLIV, no. LII; see K. Deller, ONS 33, 260).
Some topographical information
The house described in Text 10 is adjacent to two houses of private individuals but also adjacent to the
harran sarri, the Royal road, on one side, and to a suqaqu, a lane, on the other side. Thus the harran
sarri ran right through the New City, probably to the southernmost city gate.
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Text 1
As^ur 1
Sale of a Female Slave
Shelf No.912.
obv. 15 lines, rev. 15 lines, I.e. 2 lines, total 32 lines
Dimensions 80 x 50 x 25 mm.
Seller Urda-ahhesu.
Buyer Ilu-pi-usur.
Price -p mina of silver
Eponym Nabu-da ' ' inanni (PC, not listed SAAS II, p.104)
Scribe not indicated.
obv. 1 NA4.KI§IB l.^R-PAP.MES'-s'u
EN nf ta-da-ni
amp seal impression
Mf.URU.Arba:-ll-i-tu GEME-su
u-pi§-ma l.DINGIR-KA-PAP
TA* IGI l.IR-PAP.MES-Su
ina lib-bi 1 ^ MA.NA KU.BABBAR
il-qe kas-pu gam-mur ta-din
MI-su §u-a-tu za-aV-pa-at
laq-qe-ia-at tu-a-ru
de-e-nu DUG4.DL)G4 la-a's'-Su
man-nu sa ina ur-kis ina ma-ti-ma
i-za-qu-pa-an-ni GIB-u-ni
lu-u l.IR-PAP.ME§-Su lu-u DUMU.MEg-su
lu-u DUMU.DUMU.ME§-Su <lu-u> §E§.MES-§u
lu-u DUMU.§E§.ME§-§Cj <sa> de-e-nu
DUG4.DUG4 TA* l.DINGIR-KA-PAP
DUMU.ME§-su u DUMU.<DUMU>.ME§-5u
de-e-nu DUG4.DUG4 ub-ta-'u-u-ni
10 MA.NA KU.BABBAR SUM-an kas-pu
a-na 10.ME§-te ina EN GUR
ina la de-ni-su DUG4. DUG4-ma la i-laq-qe
si-ib-<tu> be-e-nu ina 1+me U,.ME
sa-ar-tu ina kala AN.NA.ME.
IGI+l.Ra-hi-mu IGI+1.A-hu-nu
IGI + 1. Da-ni-i IGI + 1. Ta-am-su-nu
IGI+1.SU-AS+Sur IGI+1.Ak-ku-da-i
IGI+1.PAP-ia IGI + 1.RI-< >
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t.e.28 IGI+1.As+Sur-kil-la-an-ni
29 IGK + l>.SUHU§-a-a IGI + 1. DINGIR-la-SU
30 IGI+1.Qur-di-d.U+GUR
...31 ITU.SE U4 17 KAM
32 lim-mu 1.d.AG-KALAG-in-an-ni
Translation
1-2 Seal of Urda-ahhe's'u, owner of the woman being sold.
T — 7 "F —Arba'ilitu, his slave woman, he contracted and Ilu-
pi-usur bought her from Urda-ahhesu for 1 -* mina of sil
ver .
7-10The money is completely given. That woman is purchased
and acquired. Any revocation, lawsuit or litigation is void.
11-18 Whoever in the future, at any time lodges a complaint
(and) breaks the contract, whether Urda-ahhes'u or his sons,
his grandsons, his brothers, his nephews, who seeks a law
suit or litigation with Ilu-pi-usur, his sons and his grand-
19-21 he shall pay 10 minas of silver (and) return the money
tenfold to its owner.
22-23 (Guaranteed against) seizures of epilepsy for 100 days,
(against) fraud for all the years.
Witness RahXmu. Witness Ahunu. Witness Dani. Witness
TamsUnu. Witness Eriba-As's'ur. Witness Akkudanu. Witness
Ahuya. Witness Ri< >. Witness ASSur-killanni. Witness
Ub(a)rayu. Witness Ili-la~-eriba . Witness Qurdi-Nergal.
Month Addaru, 17th day, eponym year of Nabu-da''inanni.
Commentary
3 Instead of 4* = Arba the copy has I, one horizontal too much.
! In Mf-su the -su is not the possessive pronoun but a phonetic
c i i
complement sinnissu , or (following S.Parpola and J.N. Post-
gate) issu
14 There are several omissions in the lines to follow, 14.15.17.
22.27.29, marked by < > in the transcription.
-lJ de-e-nu DUG..DUG. is, however, put twice, 11.15/16 and 1.18.
This duplication has been disregarded in the translation.
20 Maybe one should restore the end of this line as follows:
ina EN.<ME§-§u> GUR<-ra>. See note to 1.14.
27 The second name is incomplete; no attempt has been made to
restore it .
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Text 2
ASSur 2
Sale of a Male Slave
Shelf No.913.
Dimensions 90 x 50 x 25 mm.
obv. 14 lines, b.e. 4 lines, rev.22 lines, I.e. 2 lines, total 42 11
Seller Salamanu s. Hadfi' ].
" f ( ? )Buyer Ken-ASiur and *•' ; Amme ' e .
Price: 1 mina 2-p shekel of silver.
Eponym: Salmu-sarru-iqbi (PC; not listed SAAS II, p.116-117)
Scribe: Not indicated or broken away.
obv. 1 NA4.KISIB l.[Sa-la-ma(-a)-ni]
2 DUMU l.Ha-d[i? J
3 EN IR jtadanij
b.e.15
rev . 19
stamp seal impression
l.d.U+GUR-DU IR-u-Su
§a 1.Sa-la-ma-nu '
u-pi§-u-ma l.GIN-AS+5ur
TA* MI Am-me-1e
ina lib-bi 1 MA.NA 2 GIN ~ KLJ.BABBAR
i <-
ina+1 ma-ne-e sa Gar-gar'-mis
TA* IGI 1.Sa-la-ma-a-ni
is'-si il-qe kas-pu gam-mur
i
ta-di-ni tu-a-ru de-nu'
DUG4.DUG4 la-a-^u
man-nu ina ur-kis' ina ma-ti-ma
lu-u 1.Sa-la-ma-a-nu
lu-u DUMU.ME§-su lu-u DUMU . DUMU . MES"-s"u
lu-u PAP-u-Su" lu-u DUMU. PAP. MES-Su
lu-u mu-mu-Su' qur-<bu>
Sa de-e-nu DUG4-DUG4
TA l.GIN-A§+sur TA* Am-me-'e
TA* DUMU.MES-s"u-nu DUMU . DUMU . MES'-s'u'-nu
ub-ta-u-ni i-qa-bu-u-ni
ma-a IR a-ba-tar
AS+^ur d.IM EN d.PA
lu-u EN de-ni-s"u kas-pu
a-na 2O.ME§ ana EN-Su u-GUR
ina la' de-ni-§u i-da-bu-bu-ma
la i-laq-qe' sib-tu be-ni
sa-ar-tu ana kala-at MU.AN.NA.ME^
ITU.AB U4 16 KAM
lim-mu l.NU!-MAN-E
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rev.32 IGI+1.Mu-§e-zib-AS+sur A l.U + GUR-[ ]
33 IGI + l.Sa-gib-As' + s'ur A l.EN-iJ
34 IGI + l.IGI-As' + s'ur-la!-mur'
35 IGI+l.PAP+U-NU-KA-i-DINGIR
36 A l.DINGIR-A-[ Jx
37 IGI+l.Na-bu-u-[a
38 IGI+l.ZI-x[ JDU
39 IGI+l.AH-T
40 IGI+l.MAN-C
).41 pu-u-tu-hu! I NAB TI 1 SI ZU IA SI AN
42 TA* IGI 1 AN HI RA RI i-na-Si
Translation
Seal of Salamefnu, son of Had[i J, owner of the slave being sold.
Nergal-ibni/bani, slave of Salamanu, they contracted and Ke"n-A§§ur
f(?) - 1with Amme'e bought him from Salamanu for one mina and 2-^ shekel
of silver in (the standard of) the mina of Carchemish. The money
is completely given. Any revocation, lawsuit or litigation is void.
Whoever in the future, at any time, whether Salamanu or his sons,
his grandsons, his brother, his nephews or any relative of his,
seeks lawsuit and litigation with Ken-As's'ur (and) with 'Amme'e,
with their sons (and) with their grandsons, and says "I shall
redeem the slave": ASSur, Adad, Bel (and) Nabu shall be his op
ponents. He shall return the money twentifold to its owner. He
shall contest in his non-lawsuit and not succeed.
(Guaranteed against) seizures of epilepsy <for 100 days> (and
against) fraud forever.
Month KantJnu, 16th day, eponym year of Salmu-s'arru-iqbi.
Witness Musezib-As's'ur, son of Nergal-[ J.
Witness Sagib-A§Sur, son of Bel-le'i.
Witness Pan-As"§ur-lamur.
Witness ...-pi-ili, son of Ili-a-[ J".
Witness Nabu[a J
Three more witnesses whose names are partially destroyed.
(On I.e.) putuhhu inaSsi clause the details of which are unintel
ligible .
Commentary
5 Last sign PAP in copy.
6 The unusual spelling stands for uppisu-ma, 3 masc. plural.
7 Copy has 1. A§ . AM.ME.HI + BAR. Tentatively this name is under-
"* ft '! ?stood as that of Ken-As§ur's wife (with l.AS read as MI"").
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How the couple Ken-As's'ur and Amme'e is related to As's'ur-matu-
taqqin remains obscure.
11 Copy has §A-§i instead of is§i; this form and the following
ilqe are in 3rd masc. singular, in contrast to uppisti 1.6
and the suffix -lunu in 1.21.
j
12 At the end of line de-nu' is copied as DI-PAP.
"\ Copy has mu-mu-LA. Maybe one should restore mu-mu-<nu>-§u"
qur-<bu> in accordance with SAA VI 335 r.6.
20 The second name is copied as 1.AS.AM.ME.IM.
26 "twentifold" instead of "tenfold" (ana eSrate) is quite unusual
a penalty. Correct to a-na lO'.MES ?
27 Copied as ina NA de-ni-§u\
28 At the end <ana 100 umate> should be added; it is also left
out in text 4:27.
29 The sign AD in ana kala-AD MU.AN.NA.MeS is difficult to explain;
is *kullat Sanati meant?
31 Copy has l.PAP-MAN-E.
35 The sign copied as PAP+U could be man' but a spelling -ka-i-
for -ki-i- seems to be rather unusual.
41f. The exact wording of these two lines can only be established
by inspection of the original. If ZU is URU a GN may be foundj
in 1.42 duraru "debt remission" might have been intended.
For the NA phrase putuhhu nalu see K.Deller, WZKM 57,38-41;
J.N.Postgate, FNALD p.43f., §3.4.4.
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Text 3
Assur 3
Sale of a Hale Slave
Shelf No.914.
obv . 15 lines , 2 lines, rev. 13 lines, total 30 lines
Dimensions 86 x 43 x 25 mm.
Seller Ayya-ahhe s. Hanunu.
Buyer AsSur-matu-taqqin .
Price 16 shekel of sil.ver.
Eponym broken away
Scribe Sini
obv. 1 NA4.KIS"lB l.A-a-PAP.MES
2 DUMU l.Ha-nu-nu
3 EN LU.TUR SUM-ni
stamp seal impression
4 l.Ia-di-il' IR-su
> 4 ru"-tu s"a l.A-a-PAP.MES
" DUMU l.Ha-nu-ni
u-piS-ma l.AS+Sur-KUR-LAL
! ina llb-bi 16 GIN KU.BABBAR
1 il-qe' kas-pu gam-mur
10 ta-din LLf.TUR s"u-a-tu
11 up-pu «U» TI z[a-r]ip«IA» TI
12 tu-a-ru de-e-nu
DUG4.DUG4
man-nu ga' ina ur-kiS ina ma-te-me
i-ba-<la-kat>-u-ni i-di-bu-u-ni
ma-a IR a-pat'-tar
As" + s"ur LUGAL <lu>
a-cle-e sa LUGAL
EN de-ni-§u
ina SU'-su lu-u-ba-'i ' -u
5 MA.NA KU.BABBAR SUM-an
ina de-ni-s"u DUG4-DUG4-ma NU TI
sib-tu be-e-ni a-na 1 me U,.ME» 4
sa-ar-tu kala MU.AN.NA.ME§
IGI+l.Pu-Sa-a-a
IGI+l.Zi-da-a-nu PAP-§u
IGI+l.SU-i
IGI + l.Qi'-bit-A^ + s'ur
IGI+l.BAD-AS+Sur
IGI+l.Al+5ur-HU-AS
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rev.30 IGI+l.Sin-i A.BA
one line uninscribed
31 ITU.DU U4 <n KAM lim>-mu 1. x[ ]x
32 LU.GAR KUR x[ J.
Translation
1-3 Seal of Aya-ahhe son of Hanunu, owner of the boy being sold.
4 — 9 Yadi-il, the slave of Aya-ahhe" son of Hanunu, (he stands)
four half-cubits, he has contracted and ASSur-matu-taqqin bought
him for 16 shekel of silver.
9-11 The money is completely given. That boy is sold and taken,
is bought and acquired.
12-13 Any revocation, lawsuit, or litigation is void.
14-17Whoever in the future, at any time violates the agreement
(and) says 'I shall redeem the slave': ASSur (and) the king
shall be his opponents.
18-20 The treaty of the king shall call him to account. He shall
contest in his lawsuit and not succeed.
22-23 (Guaranteed against) seizure of epilepsy for 100 days,
(against) fraud all the years.
Witness PuSayu. Witness Zidanu, his brother. Witness Ribi.
Witness Qibit-As's'ur. Witness Duri-A§§ur. Witness ASSur-Sumu-
iddina. Witness Sini, the scribe.
31-32 —Month TaSritu, nth day, eponym year of xf Jx, the gover
nor of x[ J.
Commentary
3 LU.TUR has, according to SAA VI, p.309b, the equivalent
sehru, "boy, manservant". His legal status is that of a
slave, as said in 11.4 and 16. LU.TUR in 1.3 and 10 points
to his age group; this is confirmed by his height of four
half-cubits, 1.5, ca. 1 meter.
4 Yadi-il, a West Semitic name, "God knows". The IL looks
like DU with an inscribed §E on the copy; compare IL in 1.9.
.1 This line contains redundant clauses and spurious signs (U
and IA). The stative uppu, well known from MA sales documents
is quite unexpected in a NA text, see J.N. Postgate, FNALD,
p.14, § 2.1.2.
L5 The two verbs in the subjunctive are written very carelessly.
Instead of i-di-bu-u-ni the form *iqabbuni is expected, see
text 2:22. Confusion of the verbs qabu and dababu ?
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The form apattar is copied as a-KAL plus a faulty DAR.
KAL has to be corrected to -pat"; DAR = tar is an un
conventional phonetic value in NA.
Contrary to all known references of this clause (see J.N.
Postgate, FNALD p.20) where one god or several gods are
referred to, in this line the god A§§ur and the king are
combined. There is, however, a faint possibility that LUGAL
is part of the DN: A§Sur-§arru, "King Assur".
The aleph sign lacks one horizontal.
Reading Ribi conjectural.
Reading §ini conjectural.
The year should be that of a PC eponym but no restoration
can be proposed. One has to bear in mind that not all the
titles of PC eponyms are known.
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Text 4
ASSur 4
Sale of a Female Slave
Shelf No.915.
Dimensions: 90 x 44 x 25 mm.
obv. 17 lines; b.e. 4 lines; rev. 20 lines; total 41 lines
Seller: Nadinu s.Zammani from Tagariteni.
Buyer: A§§ur-matu-taqqin.
Price: 33 shekel of silver.
Eponym: Adad-remanni (PC, listed SAAS II, p.80).
Scribe: not indicated.
obv. 1 NA..KISIB l.Na-di-nu
2 A l.Za-am-ma-a-ni TA*' SA' '
3 URU.Ta-ga-ri-te-ni
4 EN GEME ta-da!-ni
stamp seal impression
MI.Bi-i'-ru''-a GEME-Su
rev.22
"
s"a l.Na-di-nu up'-pi^-ma
l.AS+Sur-KUR-LAL ina §A 33 GIN KU.BABBAR
sa URU.Gar-ga-mis TA* IGI
l.Na-di-nu il-qe kas-pu
ga-mur ta-a-din GEME Su-a-tO"
za-a'r-pat laq-qe-at<tu-a-ru>
de-e-nu DUG4.DUG4 la-a-Su
man-nu Sa ina ur-ki§ ina ma-te-ma
lu-u l.Na-di-nu lu-u DUMU . MES-Su
lu-u DUMU.DUMU.MES-s'u lu-u §E§-§u
lu-u DUMU.PAP1 .AD-§u lu-u GAR-nu-§u
lu-u ha-za-nu-§u lu-<u>qur-bu-Su
lu-u GAL ki-sir lu-u ERIM.ME
EN il-ki lu-u qur-bi-s"u
lu-u mam-ma-ni-su sa de-e-nu
TA* (erasure) 1. AS + sur.-KUR-LAL
U.MES-s'u DUMU.DUMU.MES'1-s'u
[la i]-laq-qe sib-tu be-en-nu <ana 100 umate>
sa-ar-tu a-na kala MU.AN.NA.ME
ITU. BAR U4 15 KA"M
lim-mu l.d.IM-rem-a-ni ,
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rev.31 IGI + 1.Sa-gib-As' + s'ur A 1. AS + §ur-mu-ba-al"-lit
IGI + l.PAP-u!-a !-SU A l.§a!-ab-[ ]
IGI + 1. Qi'-bit-As'+s'ur A l.Me-ia-ki
IGI+l.A-di-i A l.GIN-i
IGI+l.IGI.x-AS+§ur A 1.IGI-AS+Sur-la-mur
IGI+1.Mu-LAL-AS+gur A 1. Arba-ll-a-a
IGI+l.DINGIR-DI-ma-nu URU . Ta-gi-fri-te-ni]
IGI + 1. (erasure) As' + I'ur-Du' ' -A^§ :
IGI+l.A§+Sur-PAP.ME§-gal!-lim!
IGI+1.GU4.MAN.RI A l.Bir-d.UTU
IGI+1.Man-nu-ki-i A 1.d.PA-A§-PAP
Translation
Seal of Nadinu son of Zammani, from Tagariteni, owner of the
slave woman being sold.
Bi'ru'a, the slave woman of Nadinu, he contracted and AlSur-
matu-taqqin bought her from Nadinu for 33 shekel of silver (to
the standard) of Carchemish. That slave woman is purchased and
acquired. Any <revocation>, lawsuit, or litigation is void. Who
ever in the future, at any time, whether Nadinu or his sons,
grandsons, his brother, his nephew, or his prefect, or his mayor
or his neighbour, or the cohort commander, or troops belonging
to <his> labour-duty superior or to his neighbour, or any other
relative of his who seeks lawsuit with ASSur-matu-taqqin, his
sons, his grandsons (lacuna) [He shall contest in his lawsuit
and not sujcceed .
(Guaranteed against) seizures of epilepsy <for 100 days>, (and
against) fraud forever.
Month Nisannu, 15th day, eponym year of Adad-remanni.
Witness Sagib-Ass" ur , son of A§§ur-muballit.
Witness Ahu'a-eriba, son of Sabf J.
Witness Qibit-ASSur, son of Meyaki.
Witness Adi, son of Kenu-na'id.
Witness IGI.x-ASSur, son of Pan-As's'ur-lamur .
Witness Mutaqqin-Ass"ur, son of Arba'ilayu.
Witness Ili-salmanu (from) Tagi[riteniJ .
Witness ASSur-epis-sibutT dito.
Witness ASSur-ahhe-Sallim.
Witness GU..MAN.RI, son of Bir-§amai.
Witness Mannu-ki, son of Nabu-nadin-ahi.
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Commentary
2 At the end of this line the signs I§ §E are copied. These
two syllables can hardly be part of the patronymic Zammani;
on the other hand the toponym in 1.3 calls for DUMU, §a or
issu libbi. IS could easily be a misread TA* and, faut de
mieux, SE could be amended to £a.
4 DA in ta-da'-ni is lacking one vertical in copy.
The fPN is difficult to explain: copied as MI. BI. 'A . U . U + GUR . A
it has been assumed that U.U+GUR is misread for RU; Nergal is
hardly to be expected in a fPN.
6 Copy has E-pis'-ma; correction to up'-pi§ is easier than to
u ' -pis'-ma .
.1 The scribe seems to have omitted <tu-a-ru> inadvertently.
After GAL ki-sir one should insert -<Su>. The wording ERIM.ME
19 " **EN il-ki-<Su> lu-u qur-bi-§u is, to the present writer's
knowledge, unique.
At the end of line one has to insert <ana 100 umate>.
Patronymic is copied as 1. AS+Sur-mu-ba-BA-lit.
The sign copied as PAD should be separated into -u'-a" to yield
an explainable mPN. The patronym is partly broken; it is, how
ever, unconceivable that it begins with 5 or ia.
The first mPN could not be read satisfactorily. The x between
IGI and AS + s'ur is a signum nullius.
Copy shows 1. (erasure) AS+Sur-PA-A§ ; for the name ASs" ur-e'pis'-
sibuti compare NATAPA 35:16.
The end of this name is copied -IGI+§U.
The first name as copied cannot be read; one could suggest
correction to 1. Pa"-qud'-du". For l.Bir-d.UTU compare l.Bir-
Sam-si in text 6:17.
1.Man-nu-ki-i seems to be incomplete but compare the same name
in text 13:20.
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Text 5
Assur 6
Sale of a Female Slave
Shelf No.917.
Dimensions 92 x 50 x 27 mm
obv. 14 lines 3 lines, rev. 17 lines, t.e. 3 lines
3 lines, total 40 lines
Seller
Buyer:
Price:
Tarbi
-p mina of silver
Eponym: Kanunayu sa beti e§si, not listed SAAS II, p.97
Scribe: not indicated.
obv. 1 NA4.KIS"IB l.Tar-bi-i
2 EN MI. La-tu-ba-si-ni
3 MI.TUR-su ta-SUM-ni
stamp seal impression
4 MI.La-tu-ba-Si-ni
MI.TUR-su sa l.Tar-bi-i
6 u-pil-ma l.A-ba-a
7 ina lib-bi 1 -| MA.NA KLJ.BABBAR
8 §a URU.Gar-ga-mis
9 il-qe'-e' kas-pu
10 ga-mur ta-SUM-ni
11 MI Su-a-tu za-ar-pa-<at>
1 9 na-si-at tu-a-ru
13 de-nu DUG4-DUG4
14 la-as-Su
.j.15 man-nu §a ina ur-kiS
16 ina ma-ti-mi
17 i-bala-ka-tu-u-ni
rev.18 3 MA.NA KU.BABBAR
i-SUM-an MI i-pa-tar
20 IGI + l.As + sur-ZU-PAP jia-za-nu
IGI+l.Pa-qa-ha
22 IGI+l.Gab-bi-ia
) IGI+l.i-15 GAL ki-sir
24 IGI + 1.AD-DL)G! .GA
25 IGI+l.Man-nu-ki-URU.NINA
26 IGI+l.Sa-gi-15
27 IGI+l.Suk-a-a
28 IGI+l.ITU.AB-a-a
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rev.29 IGI+l.Ba-al-a-su-ri
IGI+l.EN-PAP-ir
IGI+l.d.UTU-SU
IGI+1.PAP-BAD
IGI+l.GiR.2-AS+§ur
IGI + 1.Ai
ITU.< > U4 22 KAM
36 lim-mu l.ITU.AB-a-a
37 §a ! E GIBIL!
I.e.38 IGI l.IR-a-a IGI 1. AS+§ur-re-< >
39 §a AN§E.KUR.RA.ME§ ta-da-na-ma
40 IGI l.d.PA-u-bal-lit-su
*
Translation
Seal of Tarbi, owner of La-tubaSsTni, the young girl to be sold.
La-tubas'sini , a young girl of Tarbi: Aba has contracted and
bought her for 1 -~ mina of silver by (the mina of) Carchemish.
The money is paid completely. That woman is acquired (and) taken.
Any revocation, lawsuit, or litigation is void. Whoever violates
the agreement in the future (or) at any time shall pay three minas
of silver (and) he will redeem the woman.
Witness ASSur-. . . -usur, the mayor.
Witness Paqaha.
Witness Gabbiya.
Witness Na ' id-Is'tar , the cohort commander.
Witness Abu-taba.
Witness Mannu-ki-Ninua.
Witness Saggi-Istar.
Witness Sukkayu.
Witness Kanunafyu.
Witness Ba'al-asuri.
Witness Bel-nasir.
Witness Sama§-eriba.
Witness Ahu-duri.
Witness §epe-A§sur.
Witness Aisur-na'id.
Month < >, 22nd day.
Eponym year of Kanunayu, (governor) of the New Palace.
Witness Urdayu. Witness A&sur-re< >,
who .... the horses.
Witness NabO-uballissu.
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Commentary
3 Mf.TUR-S£j and MI.TUR-su (1.5): the NA reading of MI.TUR
is not established beyond doubt; recently K.Radner (Die
Goldschmiede von Assur, M.A. thesis, Vienna 1994, p.70)
favoured the idea that Mf.TUR (beside Ml". KAL. TUR) stands
for batussu, "young woman". If this proves to be correct
the suffixed -su in 1.5 cannot be the possessive 3 m.sing.
(it should be *batussus"u) ; it has to be taken as a phonetic
complement.
6 Ab& is buyer also in text 6:7. Both documents are older
than those which have A££ur-matu-taqqin as central person.
If he is kin to Aba remains open to speculation.
9 Note the spelling ilqe' (for*ilqeh/ilqah ?); it is found
also in some other, unpublished tablets from ASSur.
.2 sinnissu Su'atu zarpat na§i'at: compare sinnissu zarpat
nasi'at VAT 8641:11 (K.Deller, WZKM 57,30 and K.Radner,
Die Goldschmiede von Assur, p.59-60) and SAA VI 272 r.5
19 i-pa-tar: this spelling supports K.Radner's reading ipa(IB)-
tar in VAT 8641:15. Lines 9b-19 of the present text are
more or less identical to VAT 8641:8b-15.
!0 Not attempt has been made to read this name since the ele
ments ZU and PAP are not combined elsewhere. For the office
of hazannu see K.Radner, Die Goldschmiede, p.75-76.
21 For the name Paqaha see ND 679:13-14 (BaM 24,251). He was
Sakin mati of Libbi-a"li under Tiglatpileser III.
24 Copy has l.AD-SE.GA.
26 l.Sa-gi-15 could well be a syllabic spelling of the name
spelled l.SANGA-15 elsewhere.
37 Copy has SU E UB.UD, but the evidence collected SAAS II, p.
97 (Kanuna"yu 666) leads easily to the proposed reading.
38 The second witness's name is incomplete; restore ASsur-
re"<sUwa> ?
39 This line is difficult to understand. It is not clear how
the horses fit into this simple transaction. The verbal form
as it stands cannot be correct. "To whom the horses were given"
is sa sise tad(a)nunis'suni.
40 NabO-uballissu could be the scribe.
The witnesses in lines 21, 26, 28 also occur in text 6,
lines 24, 25, 23 respectively.
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Text 6
Assur 7
Sale of a Female Slave
Shelf No.918.
Dimensions 82 x 45 x 25 mm.
obv. 11 lines, b.e. 2 lines, rev. 12 lines, total 25 lines
Seller: 1.d.stf-IK-KUR (reading ?).
Buyer: Aba .
Price: -^ mina of silver.
Eponym: l.MU§-ni-nu (see commentary).
Scribe: not indicated.
obv. 1 NA4.KIs'lB l.d.SU-IK-KUR
stamp seal impression
EN MI SUM-ni
HI.U-bu-uk-tu
GEME §a l.d.SU-IK-KUR
if-piS-ma ina lib-bi
j MA.NA KU.BABBAR
a-na l.A-ba-a
i f .
i-sim' MI za-ar-pat
la-qe-at tu-a-ru
de-nu DUG la-a-su
man-nu
10 MA.NA KU.BABBAR
SUM-an'
ITU.AB U4 28 KAM
lim-mu l.MUS-ni-nu
IGI l.AS+Sur-DI-PAP--Su
IGI l.Bir-Sam-si
IGI l.Mu-ta-kil-AS+8ur
IGI l.ZU-KA-As+Sur
IGI l.AS+Sur!-KUR-LAL!
IGI l.SUHUs'-d.lO
IGI l.A-bat-tu-ru
IGI l.ITU.AB-a-a
IGI l.Pa-qa-ha
IGI l.<Sa>-gi-d.l5
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Translation
Seal °f Marduk-IK-KUR, owner of the woman to be sold.
Ubbuktu, slave woman of Marduk-IK-KUR he contracted
and sold her for half a mina of silver to Aba. The woman
is purchased and acquired. Any revocation, lawsuit, or
litigation is void. Whoever breaks the contract, will pay
10 minas of silver.
Month Kanunu, 28th day, eponym year of l.MuS-ni-nu.
Witness As's'ur-s'allim-ahus'u .
Witness Bir-Samsi.
Witness Mutakkil-ASSur.
Witness ZU-KA-A§§ur.
Witness A§Sur-matu-taqqin .
Witness Ubru-Daddi.
Witness Abatturu.
Witness KanUnifyu.
Witness Paqaha.
Witness <Sa ) ggi-Is'tar .
Commentary
1 and 4: the element -IK-KUR defies identification.
3 The fPN is tentatively understood as verbal adjective
of *'bk D; see,however, AHw 1425a for a MB mPN UP-PU-KI.
7 Aba buys a slave woman in no.5 too. Both texts must be
relatively contemporary.
8 Verb copied as i-IL; compare i-Si-im BaM 24,247,3:10;
i-Si-mu 250,6:12. This verb (to be distinguished from
*§irn, "to determine") must be a synonym of tadinu, "to
sell".
LI After GIB a subjunctive ending -ni oder -u-ni should be
added .
13 Copy has SUM-BAR.
L4 Reading of this eponym name uncertain (MuSninu, Sirninu ?).
If the signs are correctly copied MuSninu/Sirninu were an
extracanonical eponym of Assurbanipal ' s reign. This follows
from a comparison with text 5 (same archive, buyer Aba,
several identical witnesses) written in 666 B.C. (eponym
KanUna"yu £a beti es'Si) .
16 Copy has 1. A§ + s"ur-DI-NU-§u .
19 Is this name correctly copied?
20 Copied as 1.DINGIR-KUR-ME. The proposed reading is by no
means certain.
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Text 7 Sale of a Female Slave
As§ur 8.
Shelf No.919.
obv. 16 lines, rev. 19 lines, t
38 lines.
Dimensions 82 x 45 x 25 mm.
2 lines, 1 1 line, total
Seller
Buyers
Price
Eponym
Scribe
rev . 17
Marduk-iddina son of Dubbayu, from Ninua.
ASsur-matu-taqqin , Atanah-ilani and Pan-ASSur-lamur .
2 minas 4 shekels of silver.
Nabu-tapputu-alik, rab sa re§i (PC, not listed SAAS II, |
109) .
Nabu-zer-ketti-usur.
NA4.KI§IB l.d.MES-SUM-na
A 1. Du-ub-ba-a-a URL). Ni-nu-a-a
EN Mf SUM-ni
stamp seal impressions
MI.A-mat-d.A-se-e-en
GEME-sti sa l.d.MES-SUM-na
u-pi§-ma l.As+Sur-KUR-LAL
l.A-ta-na-ah-DINGIR.ME§
l.IGI-AS+Mur-IGI.LAL ina §A 2 MA.<NA>4 GIN.ME§ KU.BABBAR
TA* IGI+l.d.MES-SUM-na
TI-u kas-pu gam-mur ta-din
MI Su-a-tu zar.-pat Tl-at
tu-a-ru de-e-nu DUG4.DUG4
la-^-^u ina ur-ki§
lu-u ina ma-ti-me lu-u
l.d.MES-SUM-na lu-u DUMU.ME§-su
lu-u DUMU.DUMU.ME§-§u lu-u PAP-Su
lu-u DUMU . PAP.AD-su lu-u mam-ma-<nu>-su
qur-bu sa de-ne DUG4-DUG4
TA* l.AS + Sur-KUR-LAL 1.A-tan-ha-DINGIR . ME§
l.IGI-AS+Sur-IGI.LAL DUMU.ME§-§u-nu DUMU.DUMU.MES-su-nu
ub-ta-u-ni ma-a MI a-pat-tar
kas-pu ana lO.MES'-te ana EN.ME§-su
GUR-ra ina la de-ni-§u
DUG4.DUG4-ma la Tl-qe
sib-tu be-en-nu ina 1 me U..ME4
sa-ar-tu ina kala MU.AN.NA.ME§
IGI+l.SU-d.Na-na-a
IGI + l.Pa!-qud-du IGI + 1. AD-IGI.LAL
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rev.29 IGI + 1.IGI-A§ + §ur-IGI.LAL A 1.Za-ba-an-a + a
30 IGI + 1.La-li-ia A 1.IGI.LAL-AS+sur
31 IGI + 1. Mu-ba-lit!-AS + §ur!A 1. Su-lu-ma ! -a-a
IGI + 1.Mu-s'e-zib-As' + s'ur A 1. DI-DINGIR.ME§
33 IGI + 1.U + GUR-sa-gib A l.Ba-u-a
34 IGI + 1.AS + Sur-u-kal-la-ni
35 ITU.s'e.DIRI U4 13 KAM*
.36 lim-mu 1. d . PA-tap-pu-tu-a-lik Llf* . GAL SAG
■i/ IGI + 1.d.PA-NUMUN-GIN-PAP A.BA
i.38 l.As' + Sur-PAP-A 1§EN GI§ EDIN* U x[ J. §E . .
Translation
1-3 Seal of Marduk-iddina, son of Dubbayu, the Ninevite, owner
of the woman being sold.
4-10 f _Amat-d. Asen, slave woman of Marduk-iddina, he contracted
and As's'ur-ma'tu-taqqin, Atanah-ilani (and) Pa'n-As's'ur-la'mur bought
her for 2 minas 4 shekels of silver from Marduk-iddina.
10-13 The money is completely given, that woman is purchased (and)
acquired. Any revocation, lawsuit, or litiga::tion is void.
13-21jn tne future, at any time, whether Marduk-iddina or his
sons, his grandsons, his brother, his nephew or a close relative
of his who seeks lawsuit (and) litigation with As's'ur-matu-taqqin,
Atanha-ilani (and) Pa'n-As's'ur-la'mur, saying "I shall release the
woman" ,
22-24 he shall return the money tenfold to its owners. He shall
contest in his non-lawsuit and not succeed.
25-26(Guaranteed against) seizures of epilepsy for 100 days,
(against) fraud all the years.
Witness Eriba-Nana. Witness Paquddu. Witness Abu-amur.
Witness Pa'n-As's'ur-la'mur son of Zabanafyu. Witness Laliya son
of Amur-As's'ur . Witness Muballit-As's'ur son of SulumEfyu. Wit
ness Mus'ezib-As's'ur son of DI-DINGIR . ME§ . Witness Nergal-sagib
son of Baua. Witness ASSur-ukallanni.
35-36intercalary month Addar, 13th day, eponym year of Nabu-
tappUtu-alik, the Chief Eunuch.
O ~7
Witness Nabu-zer-ketti-usur, the scribe.
3 8 "Als" ur-nasir-apli , ...
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Commentary
Amat-Asiin contains the name of a (probably foreign) goddess,
Asen; it is, to the present writer's knowledge, not attested
elsewhere.
As"s"ur-matu-taqqin, Atanah-ilani, and Pan-As's'ur-lamur were
probably brothers. Note the variants 1. A-ta-na-ah- in 1.8
and l.A-tan-ha- in 1.19.
Should one insert <man-nu s"a> ?
Since qur-bu is not separated by lu-u from the preceding
entries; it is rather an attribute to mamma'nus'u, "a close
relative of his".
Copied as 1.GIS-qud-du.
The patronymic Zabani~yu is added to distinguish the witness
Pan-As's'ur-lamur from his namesake in 11.8 and 20.
These names appear in the copy as 1.Mu-ba-IGI-DINGIR and
l.Su-lu-GIS-a-a .
Meaning of the line on the left edge is unclear. ASSur-nasir-
apli is definitely a PN. What follows could be a PN (with
theophoric element d.SerTj'a ?) but this is far from certain.
They could be guarantors (EN.§U.2.ME§) of the slave woman,
or they were involved in the process of weighing and checking
the amount of silver paid in this transaction. On the other
hand, As's'ur-na'sir-apli is an Assyrian royal name and royal
names were never given to common men. So there is doubt even
on the correctness of the copy in this case.
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Text 8
AsSur 9.
Sale of a Male Slave
Shelf No.920.
Dimensions 82 x 50 x 25 mm.
obv. 18 lines; b.e. 3 lines; rev. 12 lines; total 33 lines
Seller: Nabu-da''iq s. Bahianu.
Buyers: As"s" ur-matu-taqqin and SOnis'-As's'ur.
Price: half a mina of silver.
Eponym: Daddi (PC), listed SAAS II, p.92.
Scribe: NabO-nadin.
Obv. 1 NA4.KIS"lB l.d.PA-SIG5
DUMU l.Ba!-hi-a-nu
EN IR ta-da-ni
stamp seal impression
1.Ha-an-tu-tu IR (erasure)
sa l.d.PA-SIG5 u-piS-ma
l.AS+Sur-KUR-LAL 1.Su-ni§-A§+sur
ina lib-bi -| MA.NA KU.BABBAR
i-ta-su kas-pu ga-mur
ta-din tu-a-ru de-e-nu
DUG4.DUG4 la-aS-Su
man-nu §a ina ur-ki-§i a-na ra-mini-§u
lu l.d.PA-SIG,- lu DUMU.ME§-§u5
lu DUMU.DUMU.ME§-su lu PAP~u-§u
sa de-e-nu DUG4.DUG4
TA* l.A§+Sur-KUR-LAL TA* 1.Su-niS-Ag+Sur
TA* DUMU-MES-Su-nu TA* DUMU . DUMU . MES'-gu-nu
ub-ta-u-ni A§+Sur d.UTU EN d.PA
lu EN de-ni-§u' sib-ti be'-en-ni
a-na 90 u.-mu sa-ar-tu <DU>
Sa"-na-te se-hu si-bi-ru
bi-ti ITU-MES"
ITU. BAR U4 10 KAii*
lim-mu l.U.U-i
IGI+l.Pa"-qud-du
IGI+l.Rem-u-<ut>-DINGIR
IGI+l.Ku-lu-'u
IGI+l.As+sur'-bi-sun-nu
x !IGI + 1. Suk'-na-a-a
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rev.29 IGI+1.Tab-URU"-a-a
30 IGI+1.A-du-su
31 IGI+1.Gab-bu-a-a
IGI + 1.d.PA-AJ
IGI+1.d.PA-na-din
Translation
Seal of Nabu-da''iq son of Bahianu, owner of the slave being sold.
Hantutu, Nabu-da ' ' iq ' s slave: As"sur-mlFtu-taqqin (and) SuniS-ASSur
have' contracted and bought him for half a mina of silver. The
money is paid completely. Any revocation, lawsuit, or litigation
is void. Whoever in the future seeks lawsuit or litigation for
himself (?) either Nabu-da'' iq crhis sons, grandsons, his brother
against AsSur-matu-taqqin (and) Suni§-A§s'ur, their sons (and) their
grandsons: As's'ur, Samas", Bel (and) Nabu may be his opponents.
(Guaranteed against) seizure of epilepsy for 90 days, (against)
fraud for <all> the years, (against) possession by a spirit (and)
... (for a period) "between months".
Month Nisannu, 10th day, eponym year of Daddi.
Witness Paquddu .
Witness RemUt-ili.
Witness Kulu'u .
Witness ASSur-bisunnu .
Witness Suknayu .
Witness Tabala"yu.
Witness Adu£u.
Witness Gabbu-ayu.
Witness Nabu-iddina.
Witness Nabu-nadin.
Commentary
2 Copy has 1.AN-hi-a-nu .
4 In the erasure one should look for the possessive suffix -§u.
The PN SOnis'-As's'ur --attested here and 1.15 for the first time -
displays the same grammar as the GN PuzriS-Dagan: construct of
the adverbial terminative followed by the genitive of a DN.
Behind this name the phrase ana suni A§sur Sakanu, "to place
upon the lap of Assur" (0A, see K.Deller, OrNS 37,472; CAD S
388a) becomes transparent; it may even imply adoption. -- The
relationship between As^ur-matu-taqqin and Sunis-A§Sur is not
clear; were they brothers or father and son?
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Instead of ana raminiSu, "for himself", one would expect
ina matima, "at any time".
Note that the sibtu bennu clause is shortened by ten days;
normally this guarantee is extended to 100 days. For the
spelling u.-mu.ME§ compare SAA VI 201 r.15; in both cases
the fern, plural umate is expected. At the end of 1.19 <DU>
or <kala> should be inserted.
Sa-na-te for MU.AN.NA.ME& : the scribe Nabu-nadin frequently
prefers syllabic spellings (see commentary to text 10:6).
For the clause Sehu/Sehhu berte urhani see K.Deller, BaM 16,
374-375 and CAD S II 266b. In this new reference §i-bi-ru
(if read correctly) is added after s"e-hu; obviously this can
not be Sibirru "staff".
Here, 7:28, 15:15, and 16:3 this name is copied 1. GlS-qud-du ;
in 9:29 there is a clear l.Pa-qud-du while in 18:14 and 22:5
the name is spelled l.Pa-qu-du. l.GUR-qud-du 24:10 might also
!
be amended to 1. Pa"-qud-du. In K.Radner, Die Goldschmiede von
Assur (M.A. thesis, Vienna 1994) 6:12 a name copied l.GlS.TAB.
DU occurs; this name might as well be read 1. Pa ' -qud ' -du.
Copy shows 1. DINGIR.BI.GUL.PAP; reading amended according to
text 10:38 (same archive, also written by Nabu-nadin).
Copied as 1.15-na-a-a; reading 1. Suk'-na-a-a conjectural, also
1.Pat"-na-a-a (for Patinayu?) possible.
Copied 1.Tab-ZU-a-a; for the spelling 1.Tab-URU-a-a see SAA VI
234 r.5 and 283 r.18.
This name, written l.A-du-s'u, is found in text 10:32.
Though A.BA is not added after the last witness's name there
can be no doubt that he is identical with 1.d.PA-na-din A.BA
of text 10:42.
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Text 9
Assur 11,
Sale of a Female Slave
Shelf No.922 .
obv. 10 lines; b.e. 1 line; rev. 19 lines; 1
Dimensions 63 x 30 x 19 mm.
Seller La-teggi-ana-As's'ur s. Meya-sabOtu.
Buyer A§§ur-matu-taqqin.
1 line, total 31 11
Price 50 shekel of silver
Eponym Mus'allim-As's'ur (PC, not listed SAAS II, p.101-102)
Scribe Mus'ezib-As's'ur.
obv. 1 NA4.KlSlB 1. La-te-gi-ana-As'+s'ur
2 A 1. Me-ia-sab-u-tu
3 EN MI SUM-ni
stamp seal impression
MI.Arba-il-i-tif
GEME - § u § a l.La-te-gi-ana-Al + s'ur
u-pis"-ma 1. AS+Sur-KUR-LAL
ina+lib-bi SO Gl'N KU . BABBAR
TA* IGI 1. La-te-gi-ana-As' + s'ur
A 1.Me-ia-sab-u-tu
. v ! v • !is -si kas-pu gam -mur
ta-ad-din
tu-a-ri de-nu
DUG4.DUG4 la-lu
ina ur-kis ina ma-te-me
la e-bala-kat-u-ni
MA.NA KU.BABBAR SUM-an
§a si-i-hi' ber-te ITU.ME-ni
sa-ar-tu a-di sa-at U..MES
IGI+l.IGI.LAL-AS+Sur LU*.ha-za-nu
IGI+1.Re-man-ni-DINGIR
IGI+1.AS+Sur-tak-lak URU.Ni-na-a-a
IGI+l.Man-nu-ka-a-a
IGI + 1. DI-[ J A LAS + Sur-TI-su'-E
IGI+1.GIDIM-TA*-AS+Sur
IGI+1.§i-bu-u
IGI+1.Mu-qa!-lil!-IDIM!
IGI+1.Mu-Se-zib-AS+Sur A.BA
IGI+1.IR'-d.Na-na-a
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rev.29 IGI+1.Pa-qud-du
30 IGI+1.ZI-IGI
1.31 ITU.APIN U4 1 KAM* lim-mu 1.Mu-DI-AS+Sur
Translation
Seal of La-teggi-ana-A§§ur, son of Meya-sabutu, owner of the
woman being sold .
Arba'ilitu, slave woman of La-teggi-ana-As's'ur, he has contracted
and ASSur-matu-taqqin has bought her for 50 shekel of silver from
La-teggi-ana-ASSur, son of Meya-sabutu. The money is completely
given. Any revocation, lawsuit or litigation is void. Who vio
lates the agreement in the future, at any time, will pay 5 mina
of silver. (Guaranteed against) possession by a spirit between
months, (against) fraud forever.
Witness Amur-ASSur, the mayor.
Witness Remanni-ili.
Witness As's'urtaklak, the Ninevite.
Witness Mannukaya.
Witness Dl[. J son of As's'ur-ballussu-iqbi
Witness -As"£ur.
Witness SibO.
Witness Muqallil-kabti.
Witness Musezib-As"§ur, the scribe.
Witness Urda-Nana\
Witness Paquddu.
Witness ...
Month Arahsamna, 1st day. Eponym year of Mus'allim-As's'ur.
Commentary
2 The sequence of signs here and in 1.9 suggests the adopted
reading though no meaningful interpretation can be provided.
10 Copy has TA* IGI, a mistake perhaps induced by TA* IGI in 1.8.
GAM is copied as two superimposed winkelhaken.
17 Copy shows Si-i-ZA instead of Si-i-hi.
18 The literary expression adi sat umi" instead of ana kala Sanati/s
unique in this clause.
23 End of patronymic copied as -TI-ZU-E.
24 No reading which would make sense could be found for the
predicative element GIDIM-TA*-.
25 Copy has 1.Mu-x-ZIK-PAP .
For the persons mentioned in this document see text 30.
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Text 10 Sale of a House
AsSur 28
Shelf No. 939
Dimensions unknown
obv. 19 lines; rev. n+24 lines; I.e. 2 lines; total 45+n lines
Sellers: Nabu-§allim-ahhe and Nabu-malik, sons of Eriba-ahhe
Buyer: A§§ur-j["inatu-taqqini]
Eponym: SamaS-sarru-ibni (PC), listed SAAS II, p.119
Scribe: Nabu-nadin
NA4.KI§IB l.d.PA-DI-PAP.ME§
NA4.KlSlB l.d.PA-ma-lik
PAP! 2! PAP.ME§-e DUMU 1.SU.PAP.ME§
EN E ta-da-a-ni
seal space
E Sp-Su a-di GIS"! . LJR . MeS-Su
[a]-di GlS.i-di-la.MEs'-gu E dan-nu
(indented, smaller script) a-di i-ga-ra-ti-Su
[e 2]-e TUR E kur!-hu ina lib-bi
[piu-Cf-ru 15 20 ina am'-mi-ti
[ru]-up-Su "SUHUR"! E 1.U-ni-nu
["SUHU]R"! KASKAL MAN "SUHUR"! E [PN]
["SUHUJR"1 su-qa-qfu! ]
[ l.d.p]A!-DI-PAP.MES DU[ J
[u-pis]-ma 1. A^+§ur ! - [kUR-LAL.]
[ina lib-bi n?]i MA.NA 4(or 5)! GIN! KU!.BABBAR
[TA* IGI l.d.PA ]-DI-PAP.MES TA* IGI
[l.d.PA-ma-lik ]il--qe" kas-pu
i ! -* r -^[ga-mur taj-din' E su-a-tu
[za-rip lja-qe" t[u-a-ruj
first two (or more?) lines broken away
[1 MA.N]A! KU.BABBAR 1! MA!.NA KU!.GI!
[ina bur-ki d.Nl]N.LIL! i-sa-ka-an
[2 AN§E.KUR.RA BAB]BAR.ME§!-ti <ina> GIR.2 A^+Sur
[i-ra-k] a !-sa ! DUMU.US'-su ra-bu-<u>
[ina ha-am-ri d.]lM i-qa-lu
[kas-pu inja 10-a-ti ina EN-e-su
[GUR]-ra ina de!-ni-su DUG4.DUG4-ma
[NU Tl-q]e A§ + §ur d.UTU d.EN d!.PA !
[lu EN d]e-ni-su a-de-<e> sa MAN ina §U.2!-i-su <luba''iu>
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rev.31 IGI+1.Ba-i-u IGI 1.d.IM-it-tal-ka
IGI+1.A-du-Su IGI+1.Sa-al-ma-nu
IGI + 1.Ha-an-nu'-ia
IGI+1.Ha-ni-i GAL 50
IGI+l.ZALAG-a-a IGI+1.d.Sa-il-ti-DINGIR
IGI+1.Qur-di-i IGI+1.d.MAS-PAP-PAP
IGI+l.Su.2-AS+§ur-IGI.LAL IGI+1.IR!-A§+§ur
IGI+1.AS+Sur-bi-sun-nu
ITU.DUK U, 11 KAVl*6 4
lim-mu l.d.UTU-MAN-DU
' U*.tur-ta-nu
IGI+1.d.PA-na-din A.BA
IGI+1.DINGIR-iq-bi
ina lib! DUG.[
1BAN NINDA 1.x[
Translation
Seal of Nabu-§allim-ahhe (and) seal of Nabu-malik, two
brothers, sons of Eriba-ahhe, (jointly) owners of the
house being sold.
A built house with its beams, with its doors and with
its walls. The main house, the domestic quarters, the
cattle pen, the kurhu building (are) within (its pre
cincts). A lot 15 (cubits long and) 20 cubits wide, ad
joining the house of Uninu, adjoining the King's
Road, adjoining the house of PN, adjoining the alley:
.. . Nabu-§allim-ahhe . . .
As's'ur-matu-taqqin has contracted and bought it from
Nabu-Sallim-ahhe (and) from Nabu-malik for n -* mina(s)
4 (or 5) shekels of silver. The money is paid completely.
That house is purchased and acquired. (Any) revocation ...
(lacuna) ... shall place 1 mina of silver (and) 1 mina of
gold in the lap of Mullissu, shall tie two white horses
to the "feet" of A&Sur, shall burn his first-born son in
the sacred precinct of Adad. He shall return the money
tenfold to its owners. He shall contest in his lawsuit
and not succeed. May AsJSur, Sama§, Bel (and) Nabu be his
opponents. The treaty of the king shall call him to account
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Witness Baiyu. Witness Adad-ittalka.
Witness Adus'u. Witness Salmanu.
Witness Hannuya .
Witness Hani, commander-of-fifty.
Witness Nuraya. Witness Sa'ilti-ilu.
Witness Qurdi. Witness Ninurta-ahu-usur.
Witness Qate-As'sur-amur. Witness Urda-As's'ur .
Witness As's'ur-bissunnu
Month Tas"rltu, 11th day. Eponym year of Samas'-s'arru-ibni,
commander-in-chief.
Witness Nabu-nadin, scribe.
Witness Ilu-iqbi
(two lines on 1 . < left untranslated)
Commentary
3 copy 1+en. Reading 1+EN-PAP.ME§-e (*Bel-ahhe) per se
ii
not excluded. Emendation to PAP' 2' is preferred for
two reasons: There is no NA, at the beginning of 1.3
and there is not enough space for the restoration of
three names in 11.16-17. For n PAP.ME§-e at the be
ginning of a document see NATAPA 52:1; no MES* after
DUMU and EN, as in 11.3-4 of the present text.
5 Correction from PA to GI§" is self-evident.
6 GI§.i-di-la.MES-s'u (*edilates'u) is the first syllabic
spelling of GI§. IG.MES-Su in a NA house sale contract.
In view of other syllabic spellings of the scribe NabO-
nadin (i-ga-ra-ti-§u 1.7, pu-if-ru 1.9, ina am-ml-ti 1.9,
ru-up-'su 1.10, ra-bu-<u> 1.25, i-qa-lu 1.26; sa-na-te
text 8:20) the question may be asked if edilate/idilate
is not the common rendering of GlS.IG.ME^ (pace SAA VI
294b dassu, dalate). The noun ediltu is known sofar only
from the synonym list CT 18,4 r.I 28 (AHw 187b; CAD E 33a)
but i-dil-ta§ BWL 54:33 might as well be translated "his
door" (AHw 364b "Verriegelung").
7 i-ga-ra-ti-su: the walls are mentioned not infrequently
in late house sales from As"s"ur: e\ SIG-. ME§ NATAPA 52:4.
8 E SE-hu corrected to E kur'-hu on the basis of E ku-ur-hu
CTN III 2:3; E kur-hu VAT 9829:4; E 2-e E kur-hu Ass.13955
(Ass.Photo 4127 gl) 1.8.
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i puru is normally used for a lot of arable land (K. Deller, OrNS
35, 316-317) but here it clearly denotes an area within a town.
The two figures 15 and 20 stand for the measurements of length
and width though only the latter, rupSu, is explicitely mentioned;
see NATAPA 28:5 for a similar abbreviation. Copy shows ina 4*-mi-
ti, here emended to ina am'-mi-ti. The spelling i-mu-tu NATAPA
28:5 might be a hint to an alternative reading ina i'-mi-ti which
would fit the traces better.
10 KIB.ZA (1.10), SUR.ZA (1.11) and the partially preserved signs
in 11.10-11 should convey the meaning "adjoining" for which three
sign groups are available in NA, "SUHUR", GAB.DI and GAB.DU. Here
a reading "SUHUR" is assumed in all cases.
11 Mention of the King's Road, harran Sarri, in the midst of a town
is quite unexpected. One has to conclude that, in Libbi-ali at
least, the harran §arri started right at the palace gate and left
the urban territory through one of the city gates.
The preserved signs DI-PAP.MES suggest restoration of the seller's
name but this leaves the following DU unexplained. At this point
of the document one could also think of a restoration fina SattiJ
13 [sa a-na 1 GIN KJ U . BABBAR1 2BAN! §E ! . PAD!.ME§ DU[-u-ni| "in the
year in which one shekel of silver buys two su of barley"; for this
clause see K.Deller, OrNS 33, 257-261.
14 In this line the buyer's name has to be mentioned; he is, in all
likelihood, As'lur-matu-taqqin . A AN of copy should, therefore, be
amended to 1! . AS+Sur ! - [kUR-LAL] .
The signs between MA.NA and BABBAR should be part of the purchase
price and the currency, hence the emendation 4(or 5) Gfl\l' KIT. BABBAR
x ! ^Instead of EN DIS IB il"-qe or -qe is required.
22 For the penalty clause 1.22-26 see B.Menzel, Assyrische Tempel, II
T 208-210, nos.237-256. The syllabic spelling ra-bu-<u/u> (expected
rabi'u) for lographic GAL-u/u is noteworthy.
30 For the clause ade s'a Sarri ina qatelu luba''i'u see K. Watanabe,
BaM Beih.3,20-21, nos . 5.173-188.
33 Emendation seems necessary because 1 .Ha-an-PAP-ia makes no sense.
37 at the end, copy has 1. ITU-As + Sur.
Nabu-nadin is also scribe of No.8:33; A.BA is, however, omitted
there .
44-45 No attempt has been made to restore these two concluding lines;
the (Babylonian) reading lib/lub-lut is out of question at this
point.
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Text 11
As's'ur 30
Sale of a Female Slave
Shelf No.941.
obv. 13 lines, 2 lines, rev. 15+n lines, 1 2+n lines
total 32+n lines. Dimensions 74 x 46 x 24 mm.
Sellers [ Jballa-ila'ni and Mutaqqin-A^Sur.
Buyer A§s" ur-matu-taqqin .
a
Price 17-p shekel of silver.
Eponym As's'ur-gimilli-terre (PC, listed SAAS II, p.8
obv. 1 [NA4.KISIB 1. (x)-bal-la-DINGIR.ME§(-ni)J
2 [NA4.KISIB l.Mu-LAL-AS+lJur
3 [EN GeTmE ta]-da-a-ni
stamp seal impression
4 [MlJcT. NIN.Lli-BA'D GE^ME-Su-nu
5 [Sa 1. J-bal-la-DINGIR.ME§-ni sa 1. Mu-LAL-A§
6 [u-pi§-maj 1.AS+iur-KUR-LAL IGI.E
7 fina lib-bij 17^ GIN KU.BABBAR
8 |TA* IGI 1. j-bal-la-DINGIR.MEs'
9 [TA* IGI l.TMu!-LAL-A§+Sur il-qe
r 7.110 [kas-pu gam-murj ta-di"-nu
11 ftu-a-ru dje-e-nu
12 [DUG4.DUG4 lja-a'l-su
13 man-nu s*a ina ur-kiS ina ma-te-me
(.14 [lu-u 1.(x)-bal-lJa!-DINGIR.ME§
15 flu-u l.J Mu!-LAL!-As + Sur! lu-u DUMU.ME2-Su-<n
rev.16 [iu-u DUj MU!. DUMU ! . ME§-§u-nu
17 [§aj de-e-nu DUG4-DUG4
18 [TA*J l.A^+Sur-KUR-LAL DUMU.ME^-gu
19 DUMU.DUMU.MES-§u ub-ta-u-ni
20 ma-a GEME a-pat-tar
21 Ag+§ur d.UTU EN d.AG!
22 lu-u EN de-ni-§u
ITU.GU 10 KAM lim-mu4 4
fsibj -tu1' X-hi. SU[ J MA
I Jx I IR[ Jx
[§e-e-hu] a-na [berj -ti ITU.ME§
[ J MA PI ME
[ ]GUR GAL ma-za-si
I haj-za-nu Sa ! PI IGI ZU A
t J KU LU BU
remainder of reverse broken away
traces of two more lines on I.e. (witness names)
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Translation
Seal of [ Jballa-ilani, seal of Mutaqqin-Assur, owners of the
slave woman being sold.
Mullissu-duri, the slave woman of [ Jballa-ilani and of Mutaqqin-
As^ur, he contracted and As's'ur-matu-taqqin ... bought her for 17^-
shekel of silver from [ Jballa-illni (and) from Mutaqqin-As's'ur.
10-12 The money is completely given. Any revocation, lawsuit or
13-20litigation is void. Whoever in the future, at any time, whether
f Jballa-ilani or Mutaqqin-As's'ur, or their sons, their grandsons,
who seeks lawsuit (and) litigation with AsSur-matu-taqqin, his sons
(and) his grandsons, saying 'I redeem the slave woman1:
ASSur, SamaS, Bel (and) Nabu will be his opponents.
Month Ayyaru, 10th day, eponym year of A§sur-gimilli-terre.
guaranteed against) seizures of epilepsy .... (against) fraud
... (against) possession by a spirit (for a period) "between
months" .
27-30 Line endings of witness list, mentioning a rab mazzassi and
a mayor.
Commentary
1-3 Restorations on the basis of 11.4-5 (and 8-9).
4 A slave woman by the name Mullissu-duri was part of ASSur-
meftu-taqqin ' s share of his paternal estate; see notes to
text 31:6.
6 The last two signs, copied as IGI.E, are unclear. Emendation
to IGI+DUB' (masennu) seems unwarranted.
Copy has, after the break, J DU-As' + s'ur.
L0 Copied as ta-IGI-nu.
Copied as MAN x NU GAR. The name has, however, to be read
here and in 1.9 according to 1.5
L6 Copy has Jx.AD.ME§-su-nu; formula beginning with 1.15 requires
the proposed emendation.
11 The last copied sign resembles TIM but the 1TJ be"l denisu clause
normally ends in Marduk/Bel and Nabu.
14 The clauses containing sibtu bennu, sartu, §ehu are inserted
after the date which is quite unusual. The exact wording of
11.24-25 cannot be reconstructed safely but the restorations
in 1.26 are fairly certain.
13 The title rab mazzassi does not seem to be attested elsewhere;
the chosen transcription should be considered with reserve.
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Text 12 Contract, unspecified
cjur 31.
Shelf No.942.
IM 129288.
Envelope, tablet enclosed. Total 23 lines (4 of which on 1
Date broken away (probably canonical eponym).
Scribe not indicated or broken away.
1 [NA4.KIS'IB] 1.d.UTU-PAP-PAP
2 [A/DUMU 1. J-ib-ba-a-a
3 f "Ua l.Man-nu-ki-Arba-il
stamp seal impression
Jl.d.UTU-PAP-PAP
]sa l.Man-nu-ki-Arba-il
t t]a si bi se
[ Jl.d.UTU-PAP-PAP
[ ]1. Man-nu-ki-Arba-il
[ Jl.d.UTU-PAP-PAP
I ]UD A ina §X
£ (-)lja-a^g-su
[ l.J d.UTU-PAP-PAP
[ JKID IGI+l.Sa-ni-a-a
f ]x IGI + 1.d.UTU-PAP-PAP
§a TA IGI + 1. Sa-ni-a-a
'x1 DU e-sip
F 1.1 Man-nu-ki-Arba-il
20 IGI + 1.EN-PAP-AS
21 IGI+1.Ra-u-a
22 IGI+1. As" + sur-URU?-PAP?
23 IGI + 1.ITU.AB-a-a
No translation can be offered of this fragmentary text. The
central person is Mannu-ki-Arba'il (11.3.5.9.18) to whom
§ama§-aliu-usur owes something. Mannu-kl-Arba ' il almost cer
tainly is As"s"ur-matu-taqqin ' s father known from text 31:4.
While text 31, an inheritance text, has been written after
Mannu-ki-Arba'il's the present text can only have been writ
ten while he was still alive. Together with texts 5 and 6
text 12 belongs to the oldest texts found in As's'ur-ma'tu-
taqqin ' s archive.
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Text 13 Loan of Silver with Personal Pledge
ASsur 14.
Shelf No.920.
Envelope, tablet enclosed, total 24 lines, dimensions 53 x 52 x
Creditor A&sur-matu-taqqin.
Debtor Nergal-lu-bani son of Qurdi-Adad.
Pledge Sayama, the debtor's brother.
Eponym
Scribe
Iqbi-ilani (PC, not listed SAAS II p.96)
not indicated
KI§IB l.d.U+GUR-lu-DU
DUMU l.Qur-di-d.IM
13 GIN.ME§ KU.BABBAR
sa l.As+sur-KUR-LAL
stamp seal impression
5 ina IGI+1.U+GUR-lu-DU
d l.Sa-ia-ma PAP-Su
7 sa!-par-tu US! ZAH
"1 ina muh-hi PAP-su
J ina ITU.DU- KU.BABBAR SUM-anb
10 PAP-su u-Se-sa
11 s"umu u.'-mu' e-te-gi1
12 1 MA.NA KU.BABBAR SUM-an
13 ITU.SU U4 15 KAM
14 lim-mu 1.Iq-bi-DINGIR.ME§
15 IGI + 1.Mu.LAL-As + Sur
1 IGI+1.SU.MES-DINGIR
17 IGI+1.As+sur-PAP.ME§-SU
_J IGI + 1. IGI-As + sur-IGI.LAL
19 IGI+1.Qur-da-a-a
20 IGI+1.Man-nu-ki-i
21 IGI+1.Qar-ha-a
22 IGI+1.Se-'e-KUR-LAL
23 IGI+1.LAL!-un-KAM-e§!
24 IGI+1.Ha-ru-ri-i
Translation
Seal of Nergal-lu-bani, son of Qurdi-Adad.
13 shekel of silver, belonging to ASs" ur-matu-taqqin, at the
R — Rdisposal of Nergal-lu-bani. His brother Sayama is pledge.
If he dies or flees, the responsability is upon his brother.
In the month Tasritu he pays the silver and he releases his
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brother. If he (the pledge) is negligent for one day, he
(the debtor) pays 1 mina of silver.
13-14,
15-24,
Month Du'Uzu, 15th day, eponym year of Iqbi-ilani
Witness Mutaqqin-Assur. Witness Ribate-ili. Witness As'sur-
ahhe-eriba. Witness Pan-A§s"ur-lamur. Witness Qurdayu. Witness
Mannu-ki. Witness Qarha. Witness Se ' e-ma~tu-taqqin . Witness
Tuqun-e"re§. Witness Haruri.
Commentary
1 This type of PN is without parallel. Reading *Nergal-lu-
bani, "Nergal, may he be a creator!" conjectural.
7 First sign is copied 5 instead of sa'; fourth sign DlS + U
instead of US'.
x ! ! !11 IGI-SE is copied for ul-mu' and e-te-DIN for e-te-gi'.
19 Copy would also allow a reading l.Si-da-a-a.
22 §e-'e is probably a corrupt spelling for Se-'e, the Aramaic
name of the moongod.
23 Copy has HAL-UN-KAM-U. For the (hitherto unexplained) name
Tuq/Tu-qu-nu-erres'/ires' see AHw 1372a tuqnu 2).
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Text 14 Loan of Silver with Work Agreement
ASSur 15.
Shelf No.926.
obv. 9 lines, rev. 7 lines, 1
Envelope (tablet enclosed).
Dimensions 46 x 33 x 24 mm.
Creditor AsSur-matu-taqqin.
5 lines, total 21 lines
Debtor
Eponym
Scribe
Samsiunu .
Nabu-tapputu-alik (PC, not iisted SAAS II, p.109)
not indicated.
NA4.KlSlB l.Sam-si-u-ni
TA* §A URU.Ta-ga-ri-te-in
1 .A-ku-e-d.AG
stamp seal impression
rev.10
DUMU-su tup-pi-su
ana IGI 1. As'+s'ur-KUR-LAL
i-pa -lan-Su
10 GfN.ME§ KU.BABBAR
[ij. Sam-si-u-nu AD-Su
[i] g "-ri-s"u s"a tup-pi-Su it-ti-Si
[u|4-mu e-te-gi DUMU-su
[ij TU? im-te-ki KU.BABBAR e-sip ! SUM-an
U§ ZAH ina UGU AD-su
ITU.GAN U, 1 KA'M lim-mu
! ! ! xl.d.PA-tap"-pu'-u'-tu-a-lik
IGI+l.Has-di-i
IGI+l.IR-As+Sur
[lGI+1. Jx-A§+§ur
IGI+l.A-tan-jna-DINGIR
IGI+1. Qar-qi-pa
IGI+l.Ha-ru-U.U
i
IGI+1.AS+Sur'-tak-lak
Translation
1-2 —Seal of Samsiunu from Tagaritein.
q _ o
Akue-Nabu, his son, will serve Asiur-matu-taqqin for a
period of less than one year (ten months?).
7-9 Samsiunu, his father, has taken away 10 shekel of silver
as his (i.e. his son's) wages for a period of less than one
year .
10-11 If his son is negligent one day, if he stops working one
month(?), he will repay the silver twofold.
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If he dies or flees, the responsability is upon his father.
13 — 14 <nMonth Kislimu, 1st day, eponym year of Nabu-tapputu-alik.
Witness Ha&di.
1 fi Witness Urda-ASSur.
[witness Jx-ASSur.
Witness Atanha-ili.
19 Witness Qarqipa.
20Witness Haru-Daddi.
21Witness As"sur-taklak .
Commentary
This type of loan is typical for the city of As"§ur (see, e.g.,
NATAPA nos.6, 46 and 48). The key verbs egu maku occur also in
a Nimrud text (e-te-gi en-ti-ki, CTN III 9:7-8). The loan is
styled as if it were the salary of a person put at the creditor's
disposal by the debtor.
1 The PN Sam-si-u-nu (1.8) with genitive Sam-si-u-ni is West
Semitic comparable to Samson.
3 The meaning of this PN is unexplained unless one corrects it
to 1. A-ke '-e-d.AG.
4 tup-pi-Su and §a tup-pi-Su (1.9) denotes a short period of
less than one year; see AHw 1394b. Normally, igru loans from
A^Sur cover a period of ten months .
9 For the restoration compare ig-re-e-su NATAPA 48:2 and 11.
10-11 The restorations at the beginning of these two lines are
problematical: either one restores [SuJ m-mu in 1.10 or [ul.-mu.
Consequently one has to restore [silMj-an in 1.11 or amend the
AN of copy to ftTJ U' . The above transcription chooses the second
possibility because the phrase summu etegi mar'uSu iddan, "if
he is negligent, his son repays (the sum of 10 shekel of sil
ver)" is without parallel. In all the known documents in case
of egu and maku the loan has to be repaid twofold by the
debtor.
; ;
14 -pu'-u'- seems to be written oven an erasure.
20 For the assumed interpretation compare l.Ha-ra-U.U SAA VI
244 r.5.
21 Copy has DINGIR-tak-lak; in As^ur text the name occurs always
in the form of ASSur-taklak. The signs DINGIR and As + s"ur are
frequently hard to distinguish, especially where the signs
are squeezed .
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Text 15
AsSur 16
Loan of Various Commodities
Shelf No.927.
obv./rev. 17 lines, I.e. 4 lines, total 21 lines
Dimensions 38 x 28 x 25 mm.
Envelope (tablet enclosed).
Creditor ASSur-matu-taqqin.
Debtor
Eponym
Scribe
I.e.18
Samsianu.
Upaqa-ana-Arba'il (PC, listed SAAS II, p.124)
not indicated.
NA4.KlSlB l.d.UTU-a-nu
A l.A-du-u-a-nu
TA* §A URU.Ta-ga-ri-te-ni
1 AnSe1 qa!-li-a-te
unused seal space
[n mja-qar'-a-te qa-nu-a-te
5 MA.NA tah-hi
| MA.NA Stf.NU
§a l.AS+Sur-KUR-LAL
ina IGI l.d.UTU-a-nu
ina U, 1 KAVl Sa ITU.NE SUM-an
! ! ! !sum"-ma' la i"-din'
e-sip-pi SUM-an
ITU.GU U4 16 KAM
lim-me 1.Pa-qa-ana-Arba-il
IGMPa ' -qud-du
i
IGI+l.PAP-im-me-e"
IGI+l.Na-din-nu-PAP
IGI+l.EN-I
IGI+l.DU-IGI.LAL
IGI+l.d.PA-DI-mu-GIN
IGI + 1 J-U'-DU
Translation
1-3 Seal of Samsianu, son of Adu'a*nu, from Tagariteni.
4-9 1 emar of roasted barley, n bundles of reeds, 5 mina of
A
tahhu-wool, -^ mina of ..., belonging to A^sur-matu-taqqin,
at the disposal of Samsi-a"nu.
He will repay (the loan) on the first day of month Abu.
If he does not repay (on that day), he will have to repay twofold
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13-14 Month Ayyaru, 16th day, eponymy year of Upaqa-ana-Arba'il
Witness Paquddu.
16 —Witness Ahi-imme.
17 —Witness Nadinnu-nasir
A Q
Witness Bel-na'id.
19 Witness Gabbu-amur.
*? n -*Witness Nabu-s'ulmu-ukin
21 [Witness Ju
Commentary
1 There are good reasons to assume that the debtors of text 14
and text 15 are the same person. The name is West Semitic
with two different spellings: 1.Sam-si-u-nu/ni and l.d.UTU-
a-nu, i.e. Samsiunu and Samsianu; the endings -anu and -unu
may stand for the ending -on.*Samson would hence be a good
normalization of the name. The linguistic background is prob
ably Canaanite.
4-7 The commodities are without parallels among the NA loan docu
ments; to yield some sort of understanding one is forced to
amend the copy in a rather ruthless way. What one would ex
pect in 11.4-7 is (a) a figure, (b) a measurement, and (c)
the name of the commodity. The list can hardly start with
the preposition a-di and the only commodity ending in -li-a-te
is qali'¥te (§E.SA.A). The measurement could also be 1 AN§E'
2B/Cn. Instead of DlS+PAP qa (= PAP + DlS) has been assumed.
J Straw and reeds are measured in bundles, maqarrutu, plural
Waaarreite . The copy displays fml a-HIR-a-te. The form qanu'ate
may in fact be the NA equivalent of GI.ME§.
J tah-hi, some sort of wool, see AHw tahhum 3) (1302a) and tahu I
(1303a).
/ SU.NU cannot be the pronoun or possessive suffix. No suitable
correction comes to mind. Wool, metals or minerals is the
range to be sought for.
LI Copy has ina+IGI DlS LA HAL U PAP, but at this point of the
document only s"umma la iddin fits the context.
L5 Copied as 1.GlS-qud-du .
L6 Last sign in copy is SI; the witness is probably identical
with l.PAP-me'-e in text 34:20.
10 The reading of this name requires further investigation.
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Text 16
ASSur 17
Loan of Silver
Shelf No.928.
IM 119281.
obv./rev. 14 lines, I.e. 1 line, total 15 lines.
Dimensions 44 x 32 x 26 mm.
Envelope (tablet enclosed).
Creditor As'sur-matu-taqqin
Debtor Ahi-imme son of Kanuna"yu.
Eponym Sin-alik-pa'ni (PC, not listed SAAS II, p.114)
Scribe not indicated.
obv. 1 NA4.KI§IB l.PAP-me-e
2 A l.ITU.AB-a-a
3 7 GIN KLJ.BABBAR
I la l.As+sur-KUR-LAL
stamp seal impressions
ina IGI+l.PAP-me-e
"3 ina pu-u-hi it-ti-§i
7 ana 6-si-s"i5 GAL-bi
ina ITU.GAN U4 21 KAM*
9 lim-mu 1.30-DU-IGI
10 IGI+l.HaS-da-a-nu
11 IGI+l.IR-Na-na-a
12 IGI+l.DUG4.DUG4-le-pu-su
13 IGI + l.Pa !-qud-du
14 IGI+l.Mu-LAL-A^+Sur
15 IGI + l.Mu-Se-zib- [AS + Sur]
Translation
1-2 — — —Seal of Ahi-imme, son of Kanunayu.
3 6 ^7 shekel of silver, belonging to As'sur-matu-taqqin, at the
disposal of Ahi-imme. He has taken it as a loan. It shall in
crease by one sixth.
on /\ ^
"Month Kislimu, 21st day, eponym year of Sin-alik-pani.
'in *i a 19Witness Hasdanu. Witness Urda-Nana. Witness Lidbubu-lepusu
j
Witness Paquddu Witness Mutaqqin-As's'ur. Witness Mu^ezib-JAs'surJ.
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Text 17
A§gur 18
Loan of Silver for Commercial Activities
Shelf No.929.
IM 119284.
total 18 lines. Dimensions 23 x 25 x 21 mm. Tablet without
envelope.
Creditors
Debtors
Eponym
Scribe
As's'ur-<u>kallanni, Mannu-ki-ili, l.AN-A-E-DIS
Abdi-munu, Ia-PAP-nu
Samas-Sarru-ibni (PC, listed SAAS II, p.119)
not indicated
NA4.KI§IB 2 EN KASKAL.ME
8 GIN KU.BABBAR
Sa 1. As' + s'ur-<u>-kal-la-ni
Sa l.Man-nu-ki-DINGIR
sa l.AN-A-E-DlS
stamp seal impression
i
ina IGI 1. Ab-di'-mu-nu
ina IGI 1.Ia-PAP-nu
ina IGI 2 EN KASKAL.ME
ana 5-tu-s"u GAL-bi
s"a kar!-mu-ni KU.BABBAR SUM-ni
ITU.APIN U4 22 KAM*
lim-mu l.d.UTU-MAN-DU
IGI+l.Al+Sur-PAP.ME§-DI
IGI+1.30-DINGIR-a-a
IGI + l.IR-As' + s'ur1
IGI+l.d.PA-rem-a-ni
Translation
1 2Seal(s) of two commercial agents. Two shekel of silver
belonging to ASSur-<u>kallanni, Mannu-ki-ili, (and)
R — 71.AN-A-E-DlS, at the disposal of Abdi-munu (and) l.Ia-
g
PAP-nu, (that is) of two commercial agents. It shall in-
10crease by one fifth. Whoever will be the latest, will
pay. ~ Month Arahsamna, 22nd day, eponym year of Samas-
§arru-ibni . Witness A§§ur-ahhe-§allim. Witness Qate-
As's'ur-amur. Witness Sin-ila'a. Witness Urda-A^Iur. Witness
Nabu-remanni. Witness A§Sur-mu< >.
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Commentary
3 The name has been corrected according to 1. As' + s'ur-u-ka-la-ni
in text 18:5, written in the same eponym year,
5 Transcribed as copied; reading obscure.
6 Copy has 1. Ab-d . PA-mu-nu; compare the (Phoenician) name
l.Ab-di-hi-mu-nu SAA VI 283:15.
7 This name might be an error for Ia-ahh'e (see APN9Ob).
.0 Copied §a kal-mu-ni, but compare sa kar-me-u-ni SUM-an
NATAPA 64 I.e.1-2 (with note on p.131), likewise in a loan
of silver for commercial activities.
.4 The Qate"-A§sur-amur is not attested elsewhere; error for
Qate-As'sur-asbat ?
.6 Copy has 1 /iR-DINGIR, but see 1. IR-As' + s'ur text 23:6.
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Text 18
Assur 19
Loan of Silver
Shelf No.930
Envelope, tablet enclosed; total 16 lines.
Dimensions 30 x 23 x 20 mm.
Creditors: ASsur-matu-taqqin and Assur-ukallanni.
Debtor: Dilil-As's'ur, son of Pan-I§tar-lamur.
Eponym: SamaS-s'arru-ibni (PC , listed SAAS II, p.119)
Scribe: not indicated.
1 NA4.KIS"IB l.Di-lil!-A£ + s"ur
! DUMU l.IGI-15-IGI.LAL
3 8 GfN KU.BABBAR
4 Sa l.As' + s'ur-KUR.LAL
i s"a 1. A§ + s"ur-u-ka-la-ni
stamp seal impression
j ina IGI 1.Di-lil"-AS+lur
7 ina pu-u-hi it-ti-s'i
J ina ITU.GU4 SUM!-an
) sumu la SUM-ni
10 ana 5-tu-su GAL-bi
11 ITU.SE U4 12 KAM*
12 lim-mu 1. d . UTU-MAN-Dtl
13 IGI+l.Ki-i-nu
14 IGI+1.Pa-qu-du
15 IGI+1.Mu-Se-zib-AS+Sur
16 IGI+1.d.lS-tar-DU
Translation
1-2 Seal of Dilil-As's'ur, son of Pan-lStar-lamur shekel of
silver, belonging to A^s" ur-matu-taqqin (and) to As^ur-ukallanni,
at the disposal of Dilil-As's'ur. He has taken it as a loan.
R — 1 D He shall pay back in the month Ayyaru, if he does not pay
it will increase by a fifth.
11-12 Month Addaru, 12th day, eponym year of SamaS-s1 arru-ibni.
1 T _ 1 R
Witness Kinu. Witness Paquddu. Witness Mus'ezib-As's'ur. Wit
ness I§tar-ibni.
Commentary
1 The name here and in 1.6 is copied 1. DI. §AM-As + §ur. §AM
is more exactly NINDAxAN, in outline similar to LIL.
8 Copy or text has erroneously ITU-an.
16 There remains some doubt about this name. Is it rather
l.d.U+GUR!-NUMUN!-DU, Nergal-zeru-ibni ?
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Text 19
ASsur 21
Loan of Silver
Shelf No.932.
Tablet without envelope. Total 15 lines. Dimensions 33 x 28 x 24 mm
Creditor A§s"ur-matu-taqqin
Debtor A§§ur-ballussu-iqbi son of Urda-Sin.
Eponym Samag-Sarru-ibni (PC, listed SAAS II, p.119).
Scribe not indicated.
1 NA4.KI§IB l.AS+Sur-TI-su-E
2 DUMU l.IR-d.30
I 5 GIN Ktl.BABBAR
4 §a l.AS+Sur-KUR-LAL
stamp seal impression
1 ina IGI+1.AS+Sur-TI-su-E
ina pu-u-hi it-ti-s'i
ana 5-ttf-§u GAL-bi
ITU. BAR U4 11 KAM*
) lim-mu l.d.UTU-MAN-DU
10 IGI+l.Ki-sir-d.PA
11 IGI+l.uS-tu-AS+Sur
12 IGI+l.A-tan-ha-DINGIR
13 IGI+l.Ha-an-ab-bi
14 IGI+l.Gab-bu-I
,15 IGI+l.A MA A MAN ME
Translation
1-5 «■Seal of AS s"ur-ballussu-iqbi, son of Urda-Sin. 5 shekel of
silver, belonging to ASsur-matu-taqqin, at the disposal of
As's'ur-ballussu-iqbi.
R — 7 He has taken it as a loan. It will increase by one fifth.
8-9 *Month Nisannu, 11th day, eponym year of Samas'-s'arru-ibni.
10-15 —•Witness Kisir-Nabu. Witness Tarditu-As's'ur. Witness Atanha-
ili. Witness Hanabbi. Witness Gabbuya (or Gabbu-uda). Witness
A MA A MAN ME.
Commentary
i
13 Should AB be corrected to -nab'- ?
14 As copied the name cannot be correct. Amend to l.Gab-bu-ia'
or to l.Gab-bu-ZU " .
15 No plausible reading can be suggested for these five signs.
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Text 20
A&Sur 22
Loan of Silver
Shelf No.933.
IM 119292.
Tablet without envelope.Total 14 lines. Dimensions 35 x 25 x 24 mm
Creditors iStar-emuqeya and Nergal-uballit.
Debtor Qibit-ASSur son of Sar-As'Sur.
Eponym Adad-remanni (PC, listed SAAS II, p.80).
Scribe not indicated
NA4.KIS"lB l.Qi-bit-As' + gur
A l.IM-AS+Sur
15 GIN Kb.BABBAR
&a 1.15-e-muq " -ia
s"a l.U + GUR-u-TI
stamp seal impression
ina IGI 1. Qi'-bit-As' + s'ur
a-na 5-ut-ti-Su"
i-ra-bi
ITU.APIN U4 14
lim-me 1. d . IM-re"m-a-ni
IGI l.PA KI "x1
IGI l.d.ME.ME.x (x)
IGI l.AS+Sur-MU-GIN
IGI LKi-sir-AS + Sur
Translation
Seal of Qibit-ASsur, son iar-ASsur
15 shekel of silver, belonging to I&tar-emuqeja (and) to
Nergal-uballit, at the disposal of Qibit-As's'ur.
7 — R It will increase by one fifth.
9-10Month Arahsamna, 14th day, eponym year of Adad-remanni.
Witness Paki... Witness Gula-... Witness As" s'ur-s'Limu-uk:
Witness Kisir-As"s" ur
Commentary
4 The fifth sign is copied like DU but the upper horizontal
is shorter than the lower horizontal.
An alternative reading would be 1. U + GUR-UMUN-TI, Nergal-
belu-uballit.
11 1. Pa-qi-'du' might be a possible reading but this name is not
attested elsewhere.
i „
12 The last two signs could be -NUMUN'-AS, Gula-zeru-iddina.
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Text 21
Assur 23
Loan of Silver for Commercial Activities
Shelf No.934.
IM 119576.
Envelope, tablet enclosed, neither seal space nor stamp seal
impressions. Total 10 lines. Dimensions 31 x 21 x 15 mm.
Creditor I^tar-tariba.
Debtors
Eponym
Scribe
Istar-tariba and Assur-matu-taqqin.
Samas-mitu-uballit (PC, not listed SAAS II, p.119)
not indicated
1 9* GIN KU.BABBAR
2 sa 1.15-SU
3 ina IGI+1. : :
4 ina IGI+1.AS+sur-KUR-LAL
ana 8-tu-su GAL
ITU.SIG4 U4 15 KAVl
7 lim-mu 1.20-u£-TI
IGI + 1. ZALAG-DINGIR.MES'
IGI + 1. Bi-su-u-a
10 IGI+1.d.PA-u-<a>
Translation
1-4 -9 shekel of silver, belonging to Istar-tariba, at the disposal
5
of ditto and of AsSur-matu-taqqin. It will increase to an eighth.
Month Simsmu, 15th day, eponym year of SamaS-mitu-uballit.
— 1 n Witness Nur-ilani. Witness Bisu'a. Witness Nabu<a>.
Commentary
3 ina pan 1. ditto. ditto indicates that in this loan the creditor
and the first of the debtors are identical. This is typical
for commercial loans from Assur, see K.Deller, BaM 15, 242-245
and 250-251.
Though ASSur-meTtu-taqqin is debtor in this loan it has been
found as part of his private archive. This certainly is due
to the special nature of commercial loans.
7 In all known references for this eponym SamaS is written with
the sign 20, never d.UTU or d.Sa-mas".
9 Bisu'a could well be identical with his namesake in the
hundurayu archive (see SAAB V, p.16 for references).
.0 Interpolation of <a> is, of course, conjectural.
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Text 22
AsSur 24
Loan of Silver
Shelf No.935.
IM 119290.
Tablet without envelope. Total 12 lines. Dimensions 28 x 21 x 17 mm
Creditor: As"s"ur-matu-taqqin .
Debtor: Paquddu son of Siddudu.
Eponym: s'amas'-s'arru-ibni (PC, not listed SAAS II, p.119.
Scribe: not indicated.
" NA4.KI§IB l.Pa-qu-du
A l.Sid-du-du
3 2 GIN KU.BABBAR
\ §a l.AS+Sur-KUR-LAL
stamp seal impression
i ina IGI + 1. Pa-qu-du
1 ina pu-u-hi it-ti-§i
7 ana 5-tu-Su GAL-bi
i ITU.§E U4 12 KAM*
1 lim-mu l.d.UTU-MAN-DU
10 IGI+1.Ki-i-nu
11 IGI+1.DI-mu-AS+Sur
12 IGI + 1. SU!-30
Translation
1-5 xSeal of Paquddu, son of Siddudu. 2 shekel of silver, belonging
to ASsur-matu-taqqin, at the disposal of Paquddu. He has taken it
as a loan. It will increasy by one fifth.
~9|v|Onth Addaru, 12th day, eponym year of §amas'-s'arru-ibni.
Witness Kinu. Witness s'ulmu-As'sur. Witness Eriba-Sin.
Commentary
"2 The sign SU is lacking one vertical.
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Text 23 Loan of Silver for Commercial Activities
Shelf No.925.
IM 119287.
13 lines. Dimensions 36 x 28 x 25 mm. Tablet without envelope.
Creditor: AS+Sur-MU-IGI-NU .
Debtors: As's'ur-matu-taqqin , Urda-As's'ur, Nabu-samgur .
Eponym: Upaqa-ana-Arba'il (PC, listed SAAS II, p.124).
Scribe not indicated.
1 NA^KlSlB 3 EN KASKAL!.ME!
4^ MA<NA>2| GIN KU.BABBAR
SAG!.ME! Sa 15 £a Arba-il
4 §a l.AS+Sur-MU-IGI-NU
stamp seal impression
ina IGI 1.A§+£ur-KUR-LAL
ina IGI 1. IR-As' + s'ur
7 ina IGI 1.d.PA-Sam-gur
a-na 8-tu-Su GAL-bi
ITU.Se U4 20 KAM*
10 lim-me 1.Pa-qa-ana-Arba-il
11 IGI + 1.SUHU§-E! .KUR!-ri
12 IGI+l.Si-lim-AS+gur
13 IGI+l.U+GUR-u-TI
Translation
1-3 11Seal(s) of three commercial agents. 4-* mina 2-^ shekel of
4-8silver, first fruits of Istar of Arbela, belonging to
As"s"ur-MU-IGI-NU, at tne disposal of As's'ur-matu-taqqin, Urda-
ASSur (and) Nabu-^amgur. It shall increase by one eighth.
9-10 Month Addaru, 20th day, eponymy year of Upaqa-ana-Arba'il.
Witness Ubru-ekurri
uballit.
Witness Silim-A§§ur Witness Nergal-
Commentary
1 For text? dealing with the activities of EN KASKAL.MES' see
NATAPA nos.12, 64, 88, 112. Copy has 3 EN it
3 Copied as Sa 1 AN Sa 15 Sa Arba-ll.
4 Last three signs transcribed as copied. Is As'Sur-mus'allim
meant?
LI Second element appears in copy as SI/GUR-HI-ri.
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Text 24 Loan of Silver for Commercial Activities (?)
Shelf No.937.
IM 119282.
Tablet without envelope, 11 lines. Dimensions 32 x 23 x 17 mm
Creditor, debtor see commentary below.
Eponym Nabu-sagib (PC, listed SAAS II, p.106).
Scribe not indicated.
1 21 MA.NA KU.BABBAR §a l.ZALAG-V
2 §a ina IGI 1.AS+Sur-KUR-LAL
tar-si" ITU
SUM'-niT Sumu NU i-di-nu
TA* IGI «1» a-he-iS1 u<t-tu-ru>
<ina> IGI «1» EN Si-ip-ri!-&<u-nu>
ITU.ZIZ U4 30 KA'M
lim-mu 1. d . PA-sa-gib
IGI+l.AS+Sur-PAP-PAP
i
IGI l.Pa'-qud-du
IGI l.A NU §E I
Commentary
The wording of this contract is quite uncommon and, especially
for 11.5-6 without parallel. The above transcription should be
used, therefore, with caution.
1 "21" is copied like GAM+DlS. The last sign (on r.e.) has the
outline of rK?; d . ZALAG-U + GUR' might be a possible reading but
this is far from certain.
2 Combined sa and ina IGI is not attested elsewhere in a loan.
It may indicate that A§§ur-matu-taqqin is both creditor and
debtor. This situation is not unexpected in a commercial loan
but the verb i-di-nu in 1 calls for at least two debtors
However, a second debtor cannot be found in this text.
This line apparently contains information on the date of
repayment, but two substantial corrections are necessary
to yield it: first amend URUDU.&E to ITU'.Se and secondly
TA* tar-DI into TA* tar-si1 (and delete one spurious ver
tical in TA*): "from the beginning of month Sabatu (on)";
for issu tarsi see AHw 1332a tarsu III B 4).
After the date of repayment anQAtReeclause Sumrna la iddinu
the only possible verb is iddunu. Copy has IGI-DI§ which has
to be corrected to SUM'-nu". The spurious IGI-DI§ in 11.4.5.6
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may have been influenced by IGI(+)1. of the witness list.
Copy shows something like TA* IGI 1 a-he-RU plus a ditto
sign. If one amends RU to is the expression issu pan ahe'is
calls for the verb utturTT, "they are mutually paid off" (see
J.N. Postgate, FNALD p.57 § 4.3). This is evidently in con
flict with 1.4 "if they do not pay". The clue to the under
standing of this seeming conflict may just be sought in 1.6.
Copied as IGI 1 EN §1 IB HU rx it could be helped by inserting
<ina> before IGI, by deleting 1 before EN and by correcting
HU to RI ( the rare sibhu "Ablagerung", AHw 1227a should be
dismissed) . The term bil s'ipri is not attested elsewherej
it could be translated literally by "owner of the commission"
(German "Auftraggeber") , i.e. the person responsible for the
whole enterprise. In the present case it is a good guess that
he was ASSur-matu-taqqin himself, or his father Mannu-ki-
Arba'il. The small winkelhaken at the end of the line is taken
as the lower part of su.
Copied as l.GUR-TAR-DU the name can easily be corrected to
1. Pa '-qud-du , As"s"ur-matu-taqqin ' s witness with the highest
number of attestations.
No sense can be made of the name copied as l.A NU SE I. The
DN Anum is excluded by the missing determinativ d.
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Text 25 Loan of Silver without Interest
Assur 33 A.
Shelf No.944.
Tablet without envelope. 10 lines. Dimensions 40 x 25 x 15 mm
Creditor As'sur-Sallims'u .
Debtor Nabu-s'umu-ukin.
Eponyrn Bel-ahu-usur (PC, listed SAAS II, p.87).
Scribe Not indicated.
5 GIN KU.BABBAR
2 ha l.AS + Sur-DI-Su
! ina IGI 1.d.PA-MU-GIN
ITU.APIN U4 1
lim-mu 1.EN-PAP-PAP
KIJ.BABBAR NU GAL'
IGI+i.d.PA-TI-ni
IGI l.A§.DU.KA.HAL.fSUR1
IGI l.Ha-ni-i
Translation
5 shekel of silver, belonging to A£sur-sallimsu, at the
disposal of Nabu-sumu-ukin, son of La-tubas's'anni-Ass'ur.
Month Arahsamna, first day, eponym year of Bel-ahu-usur
The silver will not increase.
Witness Nabu-ballitanni. Witness Witness Hani
Commentary
4 Reading of patronymic conjectural. 1. La-TES-ana^-As + ^ur
could also be reconciled with available space and traces
7 sarpu la" irabbi (GAL lacks one horizontal) is quite
unusual; see J.N. Postgate, FNALD pp.42-43, § 3.4.3.
Also the position of this clause (after the date) is
uncommon
No suggestion can be made for the reading of this name.
A mere guess: l.PAP'-DU-ka (Ahu-illika) plus a profession
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Text 26 Loan of Silver
A&sur 34 A.
Shelf No.945.
Broken envelope, tablet enclosed. Total 14 lines
Dimensions 35 x 25 x 15 mm.
Debtor MuSe'zib-As'Sur son of Tab-x[ J,
Creditor §u[ J
Eponym Nabu-sagib (PC, listed SAAS II, p.106).
Scribe not indicated.
1 NA4.KI§IB l.M[u-Se-zib-AS + Sur]
2 A l.DUG-x[ J
3 8 GfN [kU.BABBArJ
">! l.sut 1
stamp seal impression
> ina IGI 1. Mu-se-zib-AS + Sur
6 EN 50 u4-mu
7 SUM--na Sumu NU <i>-di-ni
ana 5-tu-su GAL-bi
9 ITU.KIN U4 2
10 lim-mu 1.d.PA-sa-gfb
11 IGI l.NUMUN-[ J
14 IGI l.As' + s'ur-s'im-ti!-[si-mil
Translation of 11.6-8: He will pay him after fifty days. If he
does not pay, it will increase by one fifth.
Commentary
4 First sign in copy TA*; sign before break could also be KU,
compare 1 .Tu'k-lat-As + s'ur, creditor of text 27.
6 Counting days is relatively rare, if not unique in loan
documents .
7 SUM'-na is copied I.GAR-na. Omission of <i> may be intentional,
reflecting syllabic la-din/di-ni. Hence, la-di-ni is equally
possible .
14 The sign before the break looks like a partially preserved
GI or II. "A§sur, determine my fate" is a conjectural inter
pretation of what is left of this name.
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Text 27 Loan of Silver (for Commercial Activities)
A§§ur 35 A.
Shelf No.946.
Tablet without envelope. Total 13 lines. Dimensions 30 x 20 x 10 mm
Creditor Tuklat-ASSur.
Debtors A§§ur-erlba and Sa-la-AsSur-mannu.
Eponym Nabu-sagib (PC, not listed SAAS II, p.106).
Scribe not indicated
1 [nj GfN KU.BABBAR l.Du-mu-qi!
2 {n]-| GIN KU.BABBAR 1. Sa-la ! -As + Sur-man-nu
J 8-| GfN KU.BABBAR [l. J-a-na
sa l.Tuk-lat-AS+Sur
ina IGI l.AS+Sur-SU
ina IGI 1. §a-la"-A§ + s"ur-man-nu
7 ITU.Se U4 1 KAM*
8 lim-mu 1. d . PA-sa-gib
9 ina lib-bi sa ITU.ZIZ SUM-nu
<summa> la! SUM-nu A TI DIN
11 IGI l.Mar-di-i
12 IGI + l.A§ + s"ur-SUM!-ZI
"3 IGI + l.Su ' -u'-nis'-As + s'ur
Translation
n shekel of silver Dummuqu, n-g- shekel of silver s'a-la-Ass'ur-
mannu, 8^- shekel of silver [ Jana: belonging to Tuklat-A^Sur,
at the disposal of ASSur-eriba and of sV-lif-As's'ur-mannu.
y _ n .
Month Addaru, 1st day, eponym year of Nabu-sagib.
n _ 1 n y
They will pay within the month Sabatu. <If> they do not
1?yi •'■ ^ Witness
Witness Mardi. ^ AS^ur-nadin-napulti . Witness Sunis'-As's'ur .
Commentary
The amount of the loan is the total of shekels listed 11.1-3.
They are probably open loans owed by these three men to the
creditor. Instead of paying them to Tuklat-AsSur they pay them
to the two new debtors mentioned 11.5-6. The fact that one of
the debtors appears twice, §a-la-Ass"ur-mannnu, shows that he
is a member of two different groups of commercial agents.
1 Copy has l.Du-mu-EN. The name could also be corrected to
l.DI!-mu-EN.
2 and 1.6: The second sign is copied DI and KI respectively.
L0 Lines 9-10 should come before the date. Summa is left out
and I is copied instead of la
be ana mithur is meant.
End of line is obscure; may
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Text 28
ASSur 10
Private Letter
Shelf No.921.
Dimensions 44 x 24 x 16 mm.
Senders Urdi and Mutaqqin-As's'ur
Adressee As's'ur-matu-taqqin.
obv. 12 lines, b.e. 1 line, rev.
Undated; scribe not indicated.
11 lines, I.e. 2 lines, total 26 11
L.e. 25
IMI l.IR-i
IMI l.Mu-LAL-in-AS+Sur
a-na 1.AS+§ur-KUR-LAL-in
lu-u Dl-mu a-na PAP.[ME3}-ni
d.PA d.Su a-na :
lik-ru-bu
an-nu-tu LU*.NE.IA
ina muh-hi ZI.ME§-ni
i-da-'i-bi KASKAL-ni
§a-al a-mur
a-bu-tu a-ki SA.AR.PAD
s'up-ra-na-s'i
u qa-ba-li
ru-ku-iTs
TA* IGI-ni i-zi!-[iz]
u.-mu s" a e-g er-tu
! !ta-mar'-u ' -nu
DUG4.DUG4 hu-ur-sa
Sup-ra-na-si
ID.BI.A§ ga-ba-ru-u
sa e-ger-tu" Sup-ra
la ina muh-hi 5 TA* qu-ru-bu
ina UGU ga-bi-ku-nu
j
i-zu-uq ' -pu
mi-nu ah-hur
e-ge'r-tu la qur-bi-ka
Translation
Letter of Urdi (and) Mutaqqin-As's'ur. To Ass"ur-matu-taqqin:
Let it be well with our brother. May Nabu (and) Marduk bless
ditto (i.e. our brother) . ... pushes against our life. Ask
for our way and see (after it)! Send us word that/how ....
and be prepared for fighting! Take up position in front of
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The day on which you will read this letter, send us a reliable
word. At least(?) send an answer to the letter. The matter does
not concern five (people). They have launched an attack against
all of you. How else (can you say that) the letter does not con
cern you?
Commentary
Like almost all NA private letters this text presents difficul
ties of various kind. Not all of them can be explained.
4 The plural sign ME§ is unwarranted and has to be deleted.
7 The first word, an-nu-tu, can hardly be the plural of anni'u
since the pertaining verb in 1.9, i-da-'i-bi, is in the sin
gular. One could suggest to amend an-nu-UD to an-nu-ri', "now".
L.ti*.NE might be an error for EN DU14, bel sassi, "enemy, ad
versary". At the end the suffix should be in the plural, -ni".
annuri bel sassini ina muhhi nupsateni ida''ibi, though not
attested elsewhere seems to be good idiomatic Neo-Assyrian.
9 The second last sign is rather KASKAL than BI.
0 SA.AR.PAD as copied does not make sense; one could think of
sa-ar-ra-tu-ni "write us that the word/the matter is untrue".
13 qa-ba-li stands for qable (BA "inversed" spelling).
14 In ru-ku-ifs U§ is used with an uncommon phonetic value (not
listed as attested in NA by W. von Soden - W.Rollig, AS , p.25),
15 The imperative rukus in 1.14 calls for another imperative in
1.15; though the copy has i-GI-[ Jthe reading iziz is highly
probable.
17 The reading follows ina u.-me s"a i-ger-tu ta-mar-u-ni
7 i 8KAV 213:30-31 and [u.-mju sa ni-ib-zu an-ni-u ta-mar-u-ni
K.Radner, Die Goldschmiede von Assur, text 23:7-8. The form
tammarUnu (instead of tammaruni) is explained by K.Deller and
S.Parpola, OrNS 26,338.
18 Within the NA paradigm there is no accusative ending in -a.
The spelling hursa must therefore be an erroneous inversion
of vowels for harsu.
20 The first two (or three) signs are left unexplained; one would
expect an adverb like "at least".
22 The interpretation expressed in the translation is open to
doubt; it is not quite clear whether qu-ru-bu stands for
qarrub or for qarrubu.
24 Copy has i-zu-(jR-pu which cannot be derived from *zrp (i/i) .
Both the construction with ina muhhi and the vocalism advise
emendation to izzuqpu (3 m. plural perfect tense of *zqp).
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Text 29 Memorandum or Draft of a Letter
Shelf No.916
Dimensions 78 x 36 x 20 mm
obv. 17 lines, rev. 16 lines, t.e. 2 lines, I.e. 2 lines, total 37
Undated. Scribe not indicated.
«*« \ 20 GIN KU.BABBAR.ME§
2 a-na l.Pu-Si-i
3 a-ti-din a-ki'
4 a-na mad-bi-ru
J il-lik-u-ni 10 g£n KU.BABBAR
10 GfN KU.BABBAR Su x (x) ra
/ x I§ A x x TE
I a-na lib-bi mad-bi-ru
9 a-ki Dj-u-ni
10 if-se'-bi-la-§u
11 sV.hab-bar-tif §a! ina lib-bi!
12 mad-bi-ru na-su-ha-ni
13 ana-ku u"-sa-lim
14 10 GfN KU.BABBAR a-ki
15 TA* lib-bi mad-bi-ru
16 il-lik-an-ni
17 AD-ni ia ina KUR-^u
rev.18 ina URU .rMaf-ka
19 it-ta-lak
20 AN&E.KUR.RA
21 i-sa-ad-du
22 MI-Su ta-ta-lak
23 e-sa-di a-da-nis"
24 us-si-di
25 7 GIU KU.BABBAR i-se-ni^
ha-ba-la-ka
3BAN
GES"tIN.ME§
NUNUZ.ME
6 MA.NA URUDU.ME§
3BAN §E.PAD.ME§
a-ki ina lib-bi
mad-bi-ru ta-lik-u-ni
a-na Mf-su a-ti-din
tup'-pu ana-ku
sab-ta-ku
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_.36 10 GIN KU.BABBAR a-ti-din e-ger-ti
M sa 2 -|(?) MA.NA URUDIT u!-se-si-a
Translation
When PuSi went off to the desert I gave him 20 shekel of silver.
r — 1 n ^10 shekel of silver (and again') 10 shekel of silver ... I sent
to him when he went to the midst of the desert.
11-13 The grain stalks which were extracted in the midst of the
desert I paid them in full.
14-19 10 shekel silver when he came from the midst of the desert.
Our father who is in his country, went off to the town of Malka.
20-21 They dragged (away) a horse 'His wife has left
Do your best to harvest the fields! You owe me altogether
7 shekel of silver.
27-33 I gave 3 su of grape wine, 3 su of "naked" barley, 6 minas
of copper, 3 su barley rations to his wife when she went off to
34-35the midst of the desert. I am in possession of the tablet
j. the receipt?).
I gave 10 shekel of silver. I took out my (loan) document
amounting to 2-p minas of copper.
Commentary
The text seems to be a memo listing various expenditures (see
attidin 1.3.33.36; ussebilas's'u 1.10, ussallim 1.13); the writer
does not identify himself but there are good reasons to assume
that anaku (1.13 and 34) is As's'ur-matu-taqqin.
Nevertheless there are at least two second persons singular: the
imperative ussidi (1.24) and probably the stative habbulifka (1.26).
By these forms one of his partners may be addressed; he too remains
unidentified. Thus text 29 might as well be a draft of a letter.
2 PuSi is the only person mentioned by name in this document;
he is not found elsewhere in the archive of As's'ur-matu-taqqin.
3 The last sign is copied more or less like KA; in accordance to
a-ki 11.9.14.31 it has been amended to ki'.
4 mad-bi-ru here and 11.8.12.15.32 stands for the genitive madbiri
Though the ending is quite unusual it seems to belong to NA
madburu "steppe, desert" (see CAD M l/llb-12b).
The repetition may be due to dittography. We refrained from
reading Su-up'-ra at the end of the line in view of the quite
obscure traces in 1.7. Do they contain another PN ?
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11 At the beginning instead of §E the sign KUR is copied, at
the end BE instead of BI. In the center of the line copy has
instead of §A .
x ! *SE' .hab-bar-tu is probably the fem . plural of habburu/habbaru
"(green) shoot, stalk" (CAD \j 14b-15b) with a proposed reading
/ !
hab-bara-tu or -te'. The stative in 3rd fem. plural nassuhani
in 1.12 requires this assumption.
13 Probably short for ussallim attidin.
18 Reading of GN conjectural.
21 The verb s"adi~du is used here in the sense "to remove forcibly";
see CAD § 1,26. Horses are also mentioned in text 5:39.
24 So far the dictionaries do not list any references to esadu D
"to harvest", but in hendiadyoin with e-sa-di 1.23 there can
be no doubt that *'sd D is meant.
26 ha-ba-la-ka stands probably for habbulaka, 2nd masc. singular;
less likely 1st c. singular (for *habbulefku) .
27 Instead of GI§.KIN copy has GlS.PAD. It is not quite clear
wiether this entry means grapes or the beveridge, wine.
28 Copy has KI instead of GU; for §E.GU.NUNUZ = gu-lu-bu-ti see
PVA 27, "naked" barley. Both dictionaries list lexical refer
ences only. If correctly read this entry could be a welcome
addition to the NA lexicon of cereals.
34 The first word of this line is copied as DI-BA-BU. Even if
i
corrected to da'-ba-bu it would hardly fit the verb sabtaku.
! ! ! i> • i "Beside tup'-pu other readings (tiT-up'-pii or tiT-up'-pu)
should not be excluded.
36 e-ger-ti is definitely "my document"; this interpretation
excludes that the wording continues with sa l.PN.
37 If the emendation URUDU ' for AD is correct the preceding MA.NA
is the unit of weight and, consequently, the signs between Sa
and MA.NA have to be numerals. Caution is indicated, however,
since URUDU in 1.29 is correctly copied and followed by the
plural sign MES.
The first sign in u'-se-si-a lacks two verticals in the copy.
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Text 30 Adoption of Son
Shelf No.923.
Dimensions 90 x 51 x 23 mm.
obv. 14 lines, rev. 19 lines, t.e. 3 lines, I.e. 2 lines, total 38
Adoptant(s) As'§ur-matu-taqqin , Mannu-ki-[" Arba ' il .
Adoptee l.NU-[" J-ASSur.
Eponym As's'ur-gimilll-terre (PC, listed SAAS II, p.83).
Scribe: Not indicated or broken away.
obv . 1
rev . 15
NA-.KIS'IB l.HAL-x[
empty seal space
sa l.As+Sur-KUR-LAL Sa 1.Man-nu-k[i-
DUMU . ME§-SLf la-a'£-Su 1 . NU-[ ASSurj
a-na DUMU.MES'-Su i-sa-kan
7 DUMU.US'-s'u §a 1. AS+Sur-KUR-LAL §a ! 1. Man !-[nu-ki-
li-bi-Si-u l.x[ J-As'+Sur
DUMU.US-Su' GAL-u §a ina ur-kiS ina ma-te-me
i-bala-kat-u-ni di-bi an-nu'-te
u-Sa-a^-nu-ni d.UTU
EN d.PA lu-u EN de-ni-Su
a-de-e Sa LUGAL ina §U.2-i-§0
lu-u-ba-'i-u AN.NI ZAH-su
ur-ki-is' 1 MA.NA KU.BABBAR 1!MA!.NA! KU ! . G
[ina bjur-ki! d.NIN!.LfL SUM!
2 AN§E.KUR.RA BABBAR.MES" ina GIR.2 A^+sur!
i-ra-ka-sa
DUMU.US'-s'u GAL-u ina ha-am-ri
§a d.IM i-qa-lu
ina de-ni-§u DUG/,.. DUG4-ma la Tl-qe
IGI + l.AS+Sur-AS'-PAP GAL kal-la !-ba !-<ni>
IGI+l.IGI.LAL-AS+Sur LU*.ha-za-nu
IGI + l.DI-DINGIR A 1.PAP-BAD
IGI+l.Arba-il-a-a IGI+1.MU-A^+^ur
IGI+l.Ba!-la!-si-i A 1.PAP-BAD
IGI+l.SA.URU-a-a IGI+1.HI.BU.PAP
IGI + 1. SU-AS + §ur A 1. Ki-sir-AS f+s'urj
IGI + 1.Mu-kin-As'+Sur A 1. : ; :
IGI + 1. Qur-di-AS + s'ur A 1. : : :
IGI+1.Mu-kfn-AS+Sur GAL GIR[
IGI + 1.Man-nu-ki-a-a IGI + 1.La-te-g[i-a-na-A^
IGI + 1.[ JGIN-A IGI + 1.IGI-x[
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rev.32 IGI + 1.Qi-bit-[
33 IGI + 1.[ Jx
34 IG 1+1. x x[
"1 IGI+1.AS+Sur-[
IGI + 1.Bar-[
ITU.GU 16 KAM4 4
38 lim-mu 1. As' + s'ur-SlJ-GUR
Translation
Seal of PN (probably the adoptee's father).
ASSur-mitu-taqqin (and) Mannu-kl-f J (probably his wife's name)
have no son. He has adopted l.NU-[" As^urj. May seven sons be born
to ASSur-matu-taqqin (and to his wife) jl.NU- JAssur will (never
theless) be (in the position) of his first-born son. Who(ever)
violates the agreement in the future (or) at any time, and changes
these words: ASSur, Mamas', Bel (and) Nabu will be his opponent.
The treaty of the king shall call him to account
he shall put 1 mina of silver (and) 1 mina of gold in the lap of
Mullissu. He shall harness two white horses to the "feet" of As's'ur
He shall burn his first-born son in the sacred precinct of Adad.
He shall contest in his lawsuit and not succeed.
Witness As"s"ur-nadin-ahi, commander of outriders (?).
Witness A'mur-As's'ur, mayor.
Witness Sallim-ili son of Ahu-duri.
Witness Arba'ilayu. Witness Summu-As's'ur .
Witness Balasi son of Ahu-duri.
Witness Libbalayu. Witness HI.BU.PAP
Witness Erlba-As's'ur son of Kisir-As's'ur.
Witness Mukin-As'&ur son of ditto.
Witness Qurdi-ASsur son of ditto. Witness Mukln-ASSur
Witness Mannuki'ayu. Witness La-teg [gi-ana-As"§urJ .
Witness f J-mukln-apli. Witness l.IGI-x[
Witness Qibit-[
two lines of witness list almost completely destroyed.
Witness As's'ur-f
Witness Bar-[
Month Ayyaru, 16th day, eponym year of As's'ur-gimilli-terre
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Commentary
This adoption document is paralleled by TCL 9,57 (see J.N. Post-
gate, FNALD No.17) and NATAPA 51, both from ASSur.
1 As in these texts the tablet should be sealed by the adoptee's
(natural) father.
2 It is highly unlikely that the second name should be male;
the name of As'sur-matu-taqqin' s wife is to expected here (as
in TCL 9,57:5 and 7).
3 If a married childless couple is mentioned in 1.2, one has
to insert a NU: DUMU. ME§-§u-<nu>. At the end (as in 1.6) the
adoptee's name is required; read La-tubas's'anni-As's'ur ?
4 DUMU.ME$-§u instead of DUMU-(u-)ti-Su (read mar'uttiSu) is
a scribal error probably due to DUMU.MES-s'u in 1.3. Or MES
denotes the abstract ending -utti- (derived from -uti, the
plural ending of masculine adjectives?). At the end note the
perfect issakan. As in TCL 9,57 no price is paid to the adop
tee's father while in NATAPA 51 a namurtu-"gift" of 15 shekel
silver is handed over.
5 At the end again the adoptive mother's name should be read.
For the clause 11.5-7 see Postgate,FNALD p.114 (with variant
"ten sons" in ND 5480 and OB VS 8,127,11).
8-9 dibbi annute u^asnuni seems to be unique in a NA legal text.
12-13 AN.NI ZAH-§u ur-ki-is", as copied, cannot be understood. One
would expect a phrase like "if he says 'you are not my (adoptive)
father, I am not your (adoptive) son'. ZAH might imply that
he flies from AsSur-matu-taqqin's house, but halaqu is said
of slaves only. A closer inspection of the original certainly
will solve this problem.
13 End of line is copied A.TA.A.DIN but all parallels point to
1 mina of gold as the correct reading.
14 Copied [ina bjur-DI. Line ends in AD which has been corrected
hereto SUM" though GAR-an/i§akkan only would fit the phrase.
15 UD copied instead of AS+Sur at the end of this line.
20 The first witnesses profession is copied GAL KAL.NA.NA.
24 This witness is copied 1.IR-BA-si-i.
25 No meaningful reading could be found for the last three signs.
26 GAL GIR[ cannot be restored to known commander title
Some witnesses of text 30 occur in the witness list of text 9
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Text 31 Division of Inheritance
ASSur 27.
Shelf No.939
Dimensions x 34 x 16 mm
13 lines, rev. 15+n lines, total 28+n lines
Testator Mannu-ki-Arba ' il
Legatee
Eponym
Scribe
rev.14
As's'ur-matu-taqqin
Mus" [allim-As'Sur] '
broken away.
(PC, not listed SAAS II, p.101-102)
NA4.KIS'IB l.IGI.fLAL-AS + S
LU.ha-za-nu x£ J
EN JHA.LA zu-a-7i
HA.LA Sa! 1. Man-nu-ki-Arba-il
i-zu-zu-ni
stamp seal impression
MI.<d.>NIN.LIL-BAD GEME
E AD a-na gi-mir-ti-s'u
a-di NI.NI a-na GI§ . IG . MeS-Su
HI a-ni-tu (HA . LA
§a l.AS+Sur-KUR-LAL
E MI HA.LA
u-tu-ru mam-ma
TA*' mam-ma la DUG4-DUG4
l.AS+Sur-KUR-LAL BI KUR IB NU
l.AS+Sur-BAD ina llb-bi la qur-bu
man-nu Sa ina ur-kil ina ma-te-me
lu-u 1.[AS+Surj-BAD 1.IGI-x-AS+Sui
l.A§+Sur-x£ J-ia-ni
DUMU.ME§-Su[ rde-nu-'
DUG4?[DUG4 TA*] NIN.ME§-lu
DUMU.ME§-Su DUMU.DUMU.ME§-Su
ub-ta-u-ni As'+Sur d.UTU
lu EN de-[n]i-^u
ITU.NE [U4 n KAjM
lim-mu 1. Mu-Sa [l' -lim-As' + s'urJ
igi+i.kaskal-la[
IGI+l.ZI-[
[iGI + l.J'x x[
remainder of reverse broken away
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Translation
'Seal of Am ["ur-A§surJ, theS Lur-Ass j mayor of[ J, "owner" of the in
heritance being divided. Inheritance of Mannu-ki-Arba'il (which)
he divided .
Mullissu-durl, the slave woman, the paternal house in its
entirety including the beams(?) and its doors. This woman is the
11share of ASs"ur-matu-taqqin. The house (and) the woman are (his)
1?share. They are (mutually) paid off. Neither shall litigate
against the other. As's'ur-matu-taqqin is Assur-duri does not
have anything to do with it. Whoever in the future, at any time,
whether As'sur-duri or PN? or PN~, their(?) sons who seek a law
suit (or) litigation against his sisters, his sons, (and) his
no
grandsons: A&sur (and) §ama§ will be his opponents.
Month Abu,[7ith dayj, eponym year of Mus"a [llim-Assur] .
26-28 (Three only partially preserved names of witnesses)
Commentary
This inheritance document is very much condensed in its wording
(lines 1-15) and it cannot be fully understood without the help
of comparative material. Among the tablets from Assur NATAPA 52
(VAT 14436) and the two related fragments Ass. Fd. Nr. 9573 b and e
(see NATAPA I pp.136-137), NATAPA 71 (VAT 9330) and FNALD 18
(Copenhagen No.8612) should be consulted. Within As§ur-m¥tu-
taqqin's archive text 34, the lawsuit of Hal<di>-da''inanni
against As's'ur-dOri and As's'ur-matu-taqqin is to be connected with
the present text. Another division of inheritance from Assur
is BM 122698, published by A.R.Millard and K.Deller, AfO 32,42ff.
1 The restoration is based on text 9:19 and text 30:21.
2 Three hazannu's are involved in the division of inheritance
BM 122698:26-27. The inheritance text FNALD 18 is sealed by
La'-turammanni-As'sur, the rab hansa of the Egyptian colony in
As"s"ur; see J.N. Postgate's comment on p.116.
3 For this phrase see K.Deller, WZKM 57,33.
4 The first three signs are copied as HA.LA A, but Sa" is required
The syntax of 11.4-5 is somewhat sloppy: "the inheritance of
Mannu-ki-Arba'il (which he, i.e. the mayor Amur-AS§ur) divided"
The obvious translation "The inheritance which Mannu-ki-Arba'il
divided (scil. in his last will)" suffers from the fact that
the clause be"l zitti zu'azi in 1.3 would thus become meaning
less.
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The slave woman Mullissu-duri occurs again in the sales
document text 11:4 where she is bought by ASSur-matu-taqqin
from [ Jballa-ilani and Mutaqqin-ASSur for 17-^ shekel of
silver. Though it cannot be excluded that she is a namesake
by coincidence the situation might be more complicated:
originally inherited from his father Mannu-ki-Arba'il in the
course of events As'Sur-matu-taqqin could have given her to
I Jballa-ilani and Mutaqqin-ASSur as a pledge (sapartu).
He missed the deadline to repay his loan and lost her to his
creditors. With text 11 he redeemed her. .
The same wording could be found in FNALD 18:3 (EJ.AD a-di gi-
mir-te-s"u.
a-di NI.NI is difficult to understand; a-di i-li, "including
the (house) gods" would be a nice idea but it is without par
allel in NA inheritance texts. At this point of the document
one would expect a-di GI§.UR.ME§-SlT, "including its beams".
The indented betu sinnissu zittu seems to be a superfluous
repetition of the preceding lines,
utturu lacks issu pan ahe'i§; see FNALD 18:17; NATAPA 52 r.3;
NATAPA 71 :
The first sign is copied as E; correction to TA* is unavoidable
The last four signs are unintelligible; no attempt has been
made to correct them.
and 18 mention further brothers of As's'ur-miftu-taqqin and
As's'ur-duri . In 1.18 ASSur-ukallanni (known from text 18)
may have been intended.
isse ahatis'u, "with his sisters", seems to be the correct
reading but without parallel in such a context.
For a reconstruction of As'Sur-matu-taqqin ' s family see
introduction.
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Text 32
As§ur 13
Lawsuit
Shelf No.924.
Tablet without envelope. Total 16 lines. Dimensions 57 x 40 x 30 mm
Parties: As"§ur-matu-taqqin vs. Abiri.
Judge : Saknu.
Eponym: Salmu-sarru-iqbi (PC, not listed SAAS II, p.116-117).
Scribe not indicated
de-e-nu §a 1. A§
TA* l.A-bi-ri-i
s"ur-KUR-LAL
ina IGI LU*.GAR-nu id-da-bu-bu-u-ni
u.-mu s"a l.Na-hi-ru-u
three stamp seal impressions
i 1 -1 a k - k a - a - n i
i •
ina IGI' LU*.GAR-nu e-qa-ri-bu
Sum,-ma la <e>-qa-ri-bu
1 MA.NA Ku\BABBAR l.A-bi-ri-i
a-na 1. As' + s'ur-KUR-LAL SUM-na
ITU.zfz U4 26 KA^M*
lim-mu l.NU-MAN-E
IGI l.Ha-an-si-i
IGI l.Pa-qu-du
IGI l.d.U+GUR-DU
IGI l.AS+lur-bal!-lit
IGI l.A-bi-ri-i
Translation
Lawsuit which ASsur-matu-taqqin litigated with Abiri before
the prefect. The day on which Nahiru will come they (i.
Abiri and Nahiru) will appear before the prefect. " If they
do not appear Abiri will have to pay 1 mina of silver to ASSur-
matu-taqqin.
10-11 xMonth Sabatu, 26th day, eponym year of Salmu-s'arru-iqbi.
1 ? — 1 fi *A *
Witness Hansi. Witness Paquddu. Witness Nergal-bani/ibni.
Witness AlJsur-ballit. Witness Abiri.
Commentary
6 Copy has EN AS" instead of ina IGI.
7 possibly a crasis spelling, la-qa-ri-bu.
15 The second element appears in the copy as NUN-lit.
16 Though Abiri is party of the lawsuit his name has been in
cluded in the witness list.
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Text 33 Lawsuit
AsSur 20.
Shelf No.931.
Tablet without envelope. Total 11 lines. Dimensions 32 x 25 x 16 mm
Parties: DINGIR-U-US" 1;L vs. DINGIR-DA-DA.
Judge: hazannu.
Eponym: Bel-ahu-usur (PC, not listed SAAS II, p.87).
Scribe not indicated.
obv. 1 de-e-nu
~! §a 1.DINGIR-(J-U§11
3 TA* 1.DINGIR-DA-DA
! * -4 ina IGI' LU.ha-za-ni <idbubuni>
5 KU.BABBAR Sal-lu-mu <tadin>
J Dl-mu ina ber-<te/tu-§u-nu>
rev. 7 ITU.APIN1 <U4> 22 Ka'm*
8 lim-mu 1.EN-PAP-PAP
J IGI+l.DINGIR-ma-<lid>-gul!
10 IGI+l.PAP-la-mur
11 IGI+l.Nu-ku-pa
Translation
1~4Lawsuit which 1. DINGIR-ti-uS^ litigated with 1. DINGIR-DA-DA
before the mayor.
The silver is completely paid. There is (judicial) peace bet
ween them .
Month Arahsamna, 22nd day, eponym year of Bel-ahu-usur.
9-11 Witness Ilumma-lidgul. Witness Ahu-lamur. Witness Nukupa.
Commentary
2 This PN is hardly read correctly. Since in 11.4-6 substantial
parts of the line are missing (or rubbed off) this may apply
also to 1.2. 1. As' + s'ur ' -u-ka ' -<la-an-ni> is a possible candidate.
4 At the beginning EN is copied instead of ina IGI. The verb
should be restored at the end as suggested.
5-6 The signs added in the transcription are based on many parallels
7 The sign APIN has one vertical too much.
J Copy has 1.DINGIR-MA-GIR.; the above reading can be defended
even as a haplography: lid is the beginning of the sign gul.
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Text 34
ASSur 29
Lawsuit
Shelf No.940.
obv. 11 lines , b 1 lines, rev. 13 lines, 3 lines, 1
2 lines, total 30 lines.
Dimensions 73 x 36 x 19 mm.
Judge not mentioned.
Parties A£s"ur-duri and ASSur-matu-taqqin vs. Hal<di>-da ' ' inanni
Eponym Nabu-sagib (PC, listed SAAS II, p.106).
Scribe As's'ur-ballussu-iqbi.
obv . 1
b.e.12
de-e-nu §a 1. Hal-<di>-KALAG-a-ni
TA* l.As' + Sur-BA'D 1. AS+gur-KUR-LAL
ina UGU HA.LA-Su DUG. .DUG.-u-ni« 4 4
stamp seal impression
KU.BABBAR §a HA.LA-§u x x x[ Jx x
LAS + Sur-BAD 1. As" + s"ur-KUR-LAL
it-ta-nu-ni-i§-su
l.Ha-al-<di>-KALAG-an-ni
mam+ma «TA» de-e-nu <NU>
Dl-mu ina ber-tu-Su-ni
man-nu §a ina ur-kiS ina ma-ti-me
ib-bala-kat-u-ni As'+^ur
d.UTU d.PA <lu> EN de-nu-Su
ITU.ZIZ U4 20 KAM
lim-mu 1.d.PA-sa-gib
IGI + l. As'+Sur-PAP LU.GAL x[ j
IGI+l.Pa-ra-an-Sa-ka
IGI + l. IR-i
IGI+l.Pa-qu-du
IGI+l.Ba-la-si-i
IGI+l.PAP-me!-e
IGI+l.HaS-di-i
IGI+l.Mu-LAL-A^+Sur
IGI+l.Man-nu-ki-a-a
IGI+l.A^+§ur-IGI-a-ni
IGI+l.A§+sur-TI-su-E!
LU*.A.BA-
[ ]x (x) x NI
JSa IGI+l x (x) AS+Sur
KU.BABBAR-su Sa HA.LA-Su «S bi bu» gab-bu
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Translation
1-3 -Lawsuit which Haldi-da''inanni litigated with As"s"ur-duri (and)
with As's'ur-matu-taqqin about his share (of inheritance).
A§iur-duri (and) Assur-matu-taqqin have given the silver of
his share to Haldi-da''inanni.
7-9 No one shall litigate a lawsuit with Haldi-da''inanni. There
is peace between them.
10-12 Whoever in the future, at any time violates the agreement
AsSur, §amaS (and) Nabu shall be his prosecutors.
Month Sabatu, 20th day, eponym year of Nabu-sagib.
Witness ASSur-nasir, rab x[ ].
Witness Paran§aka.
17Witness Urdi.
Witness Paquddu.
19 *Witness Balasi.
20 _Witness Ahimme.
Witness yaSdi.
2 Witness Mutaqqin-Assur.
23 Witness Mannu-ki-aya.
24Witness As's'ur-emuranni.
Witness ASSur-ballussu-iqbi, the scribe.
2 7-28 (two broken lines; not certain whether they contained names
of witnesses).
29-30They have given him all the silver of his share.
Commentary
The litigant's name is written 1. HAL-KALAG-a-ni in 1.1 and
1.HA-AL-KALAG-an-ni in 1.7; it probably occurs a third time
at the end of 1.4. To yield a theophoric element insertion of
<di> is necessary. For another name beginning with l.Hal-xfsee
text 30:1. The document seems to imply that Haldi-da''inanni
was a (younger) brother of A§&ur-dUri and AsSur-matu-taqqin.
4 The verbal form ittannunis'§u in 1.6 is hardly conceivable
without a preceding ana PN. There is space for it only at the
end of 1.4; the copied traces do not point to ana Haldi-
''inanni. Maybe the scribe made a mistake and repeated
therefore these lines on the l.e 11.29-30
7-8 These two lines are particularly faulty; they cannot be under
stood without the proposed emendations.
J Suffix wrong; scribe writes here -ni for -nu (and in 1.12 -nu-
for -ni-)
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The clause correctly ends in lu EN de-ni-§u.
Urdi and Mutaqqin-As's'ur (1.22) are expedients of a letter
to ASSur-matu-taqqin, text 28:1-2.
Balasi and Mannu-ki-aya (1.23) occur together in the witness
list of text 30.
Copy has l.PAP.ME§-e; for the spelling l.PAP-me-e see SAA VI
37:8.
Last sign of the name is copied as GAL.
Copy has L(J*.A.NA.
Is ha-za-ni intended at the end of this line?
A possible reading is £a IGI' E' AS+Sur.
The signs §A BI BU ought to be deleted.
I§ is copied like the numeral 22; it should be corrected
on the basis of it-ta-nu-ni-is'-s'tf 1.6.
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Text 3 Shelf No. 914, ASSur 3
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Text 7 Shelf No. 919, ASSur 8
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